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matter. Half a million of money had per with her boarder.
“Excuse me,” said Timothy.
come to him in the regular course of
“ Oh, certainly,” said Mr. Crabbe.
nature, and he was richer, not only
Timothy opened the letter, read it
Mr. Timothy Bloom, salesman in Mr. than Mr. Crabbe, but than any of the
uttered a sigh, ahd passed it to Mr.
Crabbe’s big retail dry good store, was iifashionable customers.
stealthily eating his lunch in a dusty'
It was a wonderful surprise to little Crabbe. Mr. Crabbe read it and turned
corner among some empty boxes. It Tim Bloom, and he scarcely grasped 1purple.
“Do I understand it ?” said Timothy
was not a very good lunch, and warm the idea at first.
Even, after he told
hiding
his face.
as the day was, he had but one glass of hischiefconfidante,his'landlady’s pretty
“
Your
lawyer says the money is no
ice water with it.
granddaughter, Mehitable White, a
longer
yours,
that your grandfather
A very mild, pleasant-looking young pretty, pink-cheeked, capable damsel,
was
not
the
real
Timothy Bloom and
fellow was Timothy Bloom, with eyes called Hetty for short, he only went so
that
the
sea)
liejr
will demand a restora
like a pretty girl’s and fair hair, parted • far as to think of a pair of patent
tion
of
all
that
you
have spent already.’
down the middle ; but he was very dole leather boots and a diamond cravat pin.
“Yes,
I
was
right,!’
said Mr. Bloom ;
ful at this moment, for Crabbe, senior
Hetty awakened him to a full realiza
“
but,
Mr.
Crabbe,
after
all, I shall do
had just been abusing him for permit tion of his changed condition by saying
ting a lady, who was not to be suited rather seriously, and looking away from well. I can go back to your store, and
Miss Belinda has quite a sufficient little
by mortal salesman, to go on without him :
fortune of her own. W eca#istill be
buying anything, and had likewise in
“ Of course, grandma won’t suit you
formed him that he had been five seconds any longer, Mr. Bloom, and you’ll nev happy.”
Mr. Crabbe leaped to his feet.
late that morning, and, in consequence, er have to go back to Crabbe & Co.’s
“
Sir! sir!” he said, “ this is a great
would “ be deducted accordingly” on again.”
piece
of impertinence, sir! You haven’t
Saturday' evening.
I “By George! I never thought of it; spoken, to Belinda.
This was not pleasant, and the-dusty so I shan’t.” said Tim Bloom. “No
“ But you assured me”—began Tim
corner and the stale sandwhich were more counter jumping for me ; and if
othy.
not pleasant And who can wonder Mrs. White will let me hire the back
“I didn’t ! ” shrieked Crabbe. “ At
that poor Timothy Bloom, looking up
parlor I ’ll take that. Go away? Not I.” least, I was mistaken.
I came here
at a row of decorated corset boxes over
“Not yet, it’s too soon,” said Hetty with the intention of telling you upon
his head and taking his idea from the
to herself. “But he’ll go when he quite my word and honor that she can’t en
winged infant pictured upon them, re
understands.”
dure y o u ; and as for the store, you
marked under his breath :
“ Let me congratulate you, my dear were a most incompetent salesman.
“ I wish I was a cherub.”
Mr. Bloom,” said Mr. Crabbe, bowing There is no situation open. Sorry for
At this moment, even as the wish as he parted from the departing clerk you, but—good-night.
fluttered up to the corset boxes, a little as he did to the carriage customers at
“Good-night,” said Timothy.
boy, about three feet high* bearing on the very store door.
“ I have always
Then, as the door closed, he took up
his bosom a badge with the enormous felt a superiority in you over the other his letter and carried it out to old Mrs.
number 1,189, came around the corner •young men. : I said to my ^daughter White, who. with Hetty as assistant,
and fixed his * pathetic eyes on - Mr. Belinda the othfer day ; ‘I f it were not was seeding raisins for next day’s
Bloom’s glass of water.
for giving offense to others, 11 should pudding, sitting one on either side of
“ I say, Mr. Bloom,” he whispered, ask Mr. Timothy Bloom to our little the drop-light in the dining-room.
pathetically, “ won’t you give me ju st evenings. Something of the prince in . “ I shall have to give up the back par
a mouthful of that water ? Mr. Crabbe disguise about him ; but an -employer lor,” said poor Timothy. “ And as for
says us cashes ain’t to heve no dxinks, has his duties. They sometimes make my half hall bedroom, I don’t know
Ins heart ache, but he must perform how to pay for that, for Mr. Crabbe
and I ’m chokin’.”
Mr. Bloom looked pitifully at the them.”
won’t take me back.’,
Mr. Bloom remembered the placard
child, a forlorn widow’s breadwinner,
“ Time-serving old wretch !” said Mrs.
and said mildly, as he held out the glass: over the watercooler,- “Cashes 1not al White. | “No matter Mr. Bloom, I'll
“ Here, Johnny take half.
I ’d let lowed drinks»; ¡a cash who drinks de trust you. Intentions being right, I
you have it all if we were not limited ducted one-half,” and thought ‘ that if never will be hard on my boarders, and
Mr. Crabbe really had a heart, * this you can keep the parlor until it iifhired
to one glass ourselves.”
“ Guess water’s getting dear,” said must be true.
because it is more comfortable.”
Tim Bloom was a rich man; but he
Johnny, eagerly swallowing the share
“ And try to keep up your spirits,”
allowed of the cooling draught, but had no rich friends as yet. The clerks said Hetty, “for after all money isn’t
scrupulously careful not to exceed the at Crabbe & Co.’s had been always everything.”
J0
quarreling among themselves, and he
permission.
“ I t seemed too sudden to last, said
“ Thank’ee. Your a brick! Mr Bumps had not known one in private.
Mrs. White. “ I never trust these law
The boarders were not “sociable;” he yers. ”
hit me a iick when I asked him. Here
have a paper ? A customer left it on treated them to ice cream several times
So the good souls comforted him,
the desk. Save it for me to take home and took Betty White to a concert or and after a while, when he asked Hetty
to-night to ma. She likes to read the two.
to take a little walk with him she con
He improved bis mind in libraries sented.
murders and them things—” .
“Cash 1,1891” shrieked a female voice, and museums, and set up a book case
‘There was a park on ’ the opposite
of his own, into which he put a miscel side of the street, and though the gates
“ Cash! Cash!”
■“ I t ’s Miss Pringle; I must go,” laneous assortment of volumes; but were locked they walked around its
whispered Johnny, and he sped away when one day he received a perfumed railings.
There talk was long and
envelope, inviting him to a lawn-tennis earnest and a t last Timothy said :
in, terror.
There were teft cash boys in the store party at Mr. Crabbe’s country seat, he
“ Well, Hetty, poor as I am, will you
and they had been numbered high to he felt that the dissipations of the promise to marry me some day ?”
wealthy had ju st begun ibr him. He , And she answered, “Yes Tfim,” very
soui|d well.
MV. Bloom peeped around the boxes accepted it, Of course,and went, attired simply—and so it was settled; and for
at the clock, saw he had ten minutes in perfect style,and looked very well in a young man recently reduced from
more to himself and opened the paper. deed.
affluence to poverty, Mr. Bloom certain
He returned bewildered.
Miss ly looked very happy as they went
The first thing his eyes lighted upon
She home together. But it was only when
was the advertisement of a fine country Crabbe was very handsome.
seat for sale and he read it through— played and sang and danced, and was Mrs. White bad given her loving con
the description of the stables, barns, “ stylish ;” she had set her cap for him, sent to his -marrying Hetty when they
bathtubs, conservatory, veranda, lawn and Mr. Crabbe had plainly allowed had enough-for bread and butter, that
and kitchen garden ; the well, and tiled him to see that he would give his con he made a confession :
hall and frescoed ceilings—as though sent to the match.
“ Two months ago he called me a --»“ I can’t keep it to myself any longer
he intended to buy it for himself that
grandma- I -wrote the letter myself.
‘stupid idiot.’ . Two months ago lie
afternoon.
I ’m as rich as I eveir was, and I’ve test
Then he cast his eyes upon an account snubbed me whenever he spoke to me,”
ed my friends. Old Crabbe has proven
of how Mr. Mullen, had beaten Mr. thought Tim Bloom. “ Yes, this is the
false, and you have proven true. I felt
Mullen, and had been arrested for so old story. Everybody, even Mrs. White
sure about Hetty all the while, and
doing ; and then he found himself read- flattering and crying for my money. I
when we are married you must live
a paragraph to the effeet that the heirs wonder if Hetty is the same.” And in
or Timothy Bloom, of Lancaster, Eng the seclusion of his own apartment poor with us, and there shall be no more hard
work and boarders for you in this world
land,if living, might hear of something Tim Bloom actually cried.
you
dear, old soul.”
Mr. Crabbe called that evening and
to their advantage by applying to Jones
took him to a charming stag party,
& Johnson,-------- street.
T h e D uration of Sleep.
“ My name,” thought Bloom at first. where the guests were principally in the
Then with a start he remembered that dry goods line, and in every direction
Let us briefly allude to the duration
he had heard his grandfather’s name one’s ear caught the remarks, “sold a
of
sleep—how in some cases a few
was Timothy. Certainly, he came from bill of. goods to a man,” and where
hours
will suffice, and in others a longer
every
one
scorned
to
drink
anything
Lancaster, England. His father, David
period
is needed. Dr. Reid, the meta
less
than
champagne.
Bloom, had been an only son himself.
“You rascal,” said the excellent fath physician, could work for two days
Well, then, he was Timothy Bloom’s
heir, if it should prove that the Timothy er, on the way home, “ I see you are without a break if he got one sound
Bloom inquired for was really his afraid to speak, but I know yon couldn’t sleep after a full meal. If the stories
keep your eyes pff my Belinda last about Lord Brougham could be believ
father’s father!
ed, he could work on less sleep than
“ Oh, pshaw !” said Mr. Bloom. Wednesday.”
“ Could I hope for your consent if most people require. Frederick the
“ This sort of thing couldn’t happen to
Great and John Hunter required only
me. It's 'some other Timothy, not she—”
five
hours’, sleep; but it must not be
’“ My dear boy—h a th a ! ha! Why,
poor old grandfather.” And he copied
supposed
that because men with ex
the address of Jones & Johnson into ask her and see!” cried Mr. Crabbe. It
ceptionally
powerful nervous organiza
his pocket book and went back to his has always been the wish of my heart
tions
can
dispense
with the normal
even
when
you
were
a
poor
clerk,
and
counter quite calmly, though he wrote
quantity
of
sleep
it
would
be safe for
she
(don’t
say
I
told
yon)
i
always
ad
to Jones A Johnson that night.
everybody
to
follow
their
example.
mired
you—always!”
However, wonders will never cease.
The
sleep
of
the
heart,
which
we have
At
9
o’clock
one
night
Mrs.
White’s
When Tim Bloom, the meekest of all
young salesman, went home that Satur door bell rang, and a messenger boy seen to amount to eight hours out of
day evening with a “deducted” salary handed in a letter—a big letter with a the twenty-four, is a fair indication of
and a scolding, he found Mr. Johnson big seal and “ immediate” on it. What the quantity of sleep which an average
himself in the boarding-house parlor, could it be ? Something about the ought to be allowed to the brain. As
and an examination of the family Bible property, of course. Mrs. White car Sir Thomas Browne, the learned knight
in his possession, and of a certain bun ried it herself to Mr. Bloom’s room, hath i t ; “ Half our days we pass in
dle of yellow letters that Mr. Bloom and as she saw him seated beside a the shadow of the earth and the brother
had more than once decided to burn, table, on which stood wine and a tray of death extracteth a third part of our
but had fortunately spared, settled the of delicacies. Mr. Crabbe was at sup lives.”—Science fo r All.

A Change in Fortune.

GOTHAM GOSSIP.
N ew Y ork, March 31,1884.

St. Patrick’s Day passed off very'
quietly, and although our patriotic
Board of Alderman gave the day a sort
of officiai and legal importance by
postponing their regular meeting till
the following day, the reverers of the
memory of the good saint made them
selves less conspicuous than in former
years. The procession was not nearly
as longynor the obstruction it caused
to public traffic as serious as by gone
days, Hence there was far less pro
fanity on the part of the stage drivers
in Broadway and other adepts in the
art of using Billingsgate. Nor was
there much consumption of fire water.
There was an air of seriousness about
the holiday makers which seemed to
signify that they were thinking more
of the state of affairs in Ireland, and
the condition of their friends and
relatives in old Erin, and hence the
scenes of riotousness and dissipation
which once disgraced the observance of
the feast of the Saints were missing.
A queer kind of scandal is being
quietly circulated ìn fashionable circles.
It concerns Monsignor Capei, and has
caused many society people who once
received the distinguished prelate with
the utmost cordiality to keep somewhat
aloof. The story runs that he has in
duced seven or eight wealthy and well
connected young ladies to leave their
parents and homes and go to Spain,
there to enter convents. He promised
to pay the cost of tlreir voyages as well
as their outfits, and to furnish them
with a matron to take care of them
until they reached their destination.
The story it is said leaked out by one.
of the ybung ladies informing a gentle
man of the proposal, and consequently
much indignation is said to be felt by
the families affected. I have endeavored
to see the Moiisignoyabout this matter,
but on general principles, I do not
think that he should be charged with
intending any underhand action. I
believe that if there is any truth at all
at the bottom of thè rumor, that it is
simply a piece of romanticism on the
part of silly girls. From time im
memorial distinguished priests have
always inspired a species of religious
sentiment in the hearts of young ladies
with plenty of time and no material
wants. Every young woman not eaten
up by the whirl of fashionable amuse
ments thinks that she has some mission
in life, and in the case of Catholic
young ladies, this naturally vents itself
in the ideal desire to do good as a
Sister of Charity, or.some other kind
of nun. Am'otig tlresh j'oung ladies in
question, MoVisignor Capei is regarded
as a holy man. They may have brought
the question ofconvents up in conver
sation and he may have spoken in favor
of it. Then the question of where to
do most good may have arisen, and
from the fund of his vast information
gained as a traveller and man of the
world, Capei may have said something
about the deplorable condition of re
ligion in Spain, and the rest was im
agined. From what I have heard and
seen of the prelate Since he has been in
this country, I am , sure, that as a
gentleman/he is unable to be guilty of
such treacherous conduct as to induce
a number of young ladies to rur away
from home to enter-a convent in a
foreign and far away country.
A nts,

T h eir H om es and H abits.

Master Charles R. Bolton,. 15 years
6ld,ccftifribities an interesting'article on
tlie above-named topic to the Congregationalflst, from which we take the fol
lowing :
Some warm day when you do not
know what to do, find an ant-hill under
a shady tree and watch the little fel
lows at their work. This is what I have
been doing. The ring of earth around
the hole, like the wall of a fort, is
familiar, but the most interesting part
of their homes is under the ground.
See them drag the pebbles out of the
hole in the centre. If you could follow
it down you would find the way irreg
ular, and at the end a number of gal
leries each supported by little pillars of
earth. The young ants are kept on
these shelves, and, in fact, it is their
city.
Here the chief men meet to talk over
the matters of the colony. But how
can they talk ? Put an ant under the
microscope and you will see two little
projections on the head, called man
dibles. The ant touches its mandibles
to those of its neighbor and thus they
speak. Ants are very strong, presever

ing and industrious; some working all
night, and I have seen an ant carry a
stone three or four times its size. They
are fond of sweet things. Once I laid
a piece of sugar near a hole. An ant
soon found it, and though the piece
was many times as large as itself, it
lifted the sugar above its head and
started for the hill—all went well until
the hill was reached. It would get bold
of the sugar and attempt to drag it up,
but when the first pebble was struck it
would roll over and over. At last, by
leveling a place so as to get a start, by
the occasional help of a passing ant,
the sugar was pulled over the hill.
I noticed a spider, one day, stop to
rest near an ant-hill. The ants soon
saw him and four or five came out.
They took hold of his legs and swarm
ed on his back. He was dragged into
the hole and the rest flocked out to help
eat him up. The ants carry their young
out very pleasant day to lie in the sun,
and at the first sight of rain they hurry
them into their house. These little
creatures have ■good memories and
never forget their friends. If an ant
be taken out of an ant-hill, kept for two
months and then put back into the
same hill it will be received ; but if it
will be placed in another, it will be
killed.
In Texas there is found the “agricul
tural” ant. These clear a place of
weeds and grass for about two feet
around their house. They then drop
the seed of a kind of grass they like
very much. The ants take care of the
young blades, protecting them from in
sects, and when the grain is ripe carry
it into their homes. But what is more
peculiar, if the store of food should be
come damp during a rain, it will all be
caried out on the first sunny day and
dried apd then brought back.
A Story of Parepa Rosa.

I t was many years ago that a poor
widowed woman, leading a hard life of
unending labor, was called on to part
with the one thing dear to her—her
only child. Mother and daughter had
toiled together for fifteen years, and
the only bit of sunshine falling into
their dark lives was that shed by their
loving companionship. But the girl
had been always weakly. Under the
heart-broken mother’s eyes she faded
and wasted away with consumption,
and at last the day came when the wan
face failed to answer with a smile the
anxious, tear-blinded eyes of the
mother. The poor young creature was
dead.
For many months the pair had been
supported by the elder woman’s sew
ing, and it was in the character of em
ployer I had become acquainted with
Mrs. C. and her story. By an oc
casional visit to the awful heights of an
East Side tenement, where they lived,
by a few books and some comforting
words, I had won the love of the dying
girl. Her grateful thoughts turned in
her last hours to the small number of
friends she possessed, and she besought
he'r mother to notify me of the funeral
and ask me to attend.
That summons reached me upon one
of those wildest days preceding Christ
mas. A sleet that was not rain, and a
rain that was not snow, came pelting
from all points of the compass. I piled
the glowing grates ; I drew closer the
curtains and shut out the gloom of the
December afternoon ; I turned on the
gas and sat down, devoutly thankful
that I had cut all connection with the
wicked weather, when an instalment of
it burst in upon me in the shape of
Parepa Rosa. She was Euphrosyne
Parepa at that time, and the operatic
idol of the city.
And even as we congratulated our
selves on the prospect of a delightful
day together, here came the summons
for me to go to the humble funeral of
the poor sewing woman’s daughter. I
turned the little tear-blotted note over
and groaned.
“This is terrible,” said I. “ I t ’s just
the one errand that could take me out
to-day, but I must go.”
And then I told Parepa the circum
stances and speculated on the length of
time I should be gone, and suggested
means of amusement in my absence.
“ But I shall go with you,” said the
great-hearted creature.
So she rewound her throat with the
long white comforter, pulled on her
worsted gloves, and off in the stonn we
went together. We climbed flight after
flight of narrpw, dark stairs to the top
floor, where the widow dwelt in a
miserable little room not more than a
dozen feet square. The canvas back
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hearse,peculiar to the twenty-five dollar
funeral, stood in the street below, and
the awful cherry-stained box, with its
ruffle of glazed white muslin, stood on
uncovered trestles in the centre or the
room above.
There was the mother, speechless in
her grief, beside that box, a group of
hard working, kindly hearted neighbors
sitting about. I t was useless to say
the poor woman was prepared for the
inevitable end ; it was cold comfort to
speak to her of the daughter’s release
from pain and suffering. The bereft
creature, in her utter loneliness, was
thinking of herself and the awful future,
of the approaching moment when that
box and its precious burden would lx
taken away and leave her wholly alone.
So, therefore, with a sympatizing gras;
of the poor, worn; bony hand, we sat
silently down to “attend the funeral.”,
Then the minister came in—a dry,
self sufficient man, with nothing of the
tenderness of his holy calling about
him. Icier than the day, colder than
the storm, he rattled through some
selected sentences from the Bible, and
offered a set form of condolence to the
broken-hearted mother, telling her of
her sin in rebelling against the decrees
of Providence, and assuring her that
nothing could bring back the dead.
Then he hurriedly departed, while a
hush fell on everybody gathered in the
little room. Not one word had been
uttered of consolation, of solemn im
port, or befitting the occasion. I t was
the emptiest, hollowest, most unsatis
factory moment I ever remember.
Then Parepa rose, her cloak falling
about her noble figure like mourning
drapery. She stood beside that miser
able cherry-stained box. She looked a
moment on the wasted, ashy face, up
turned toward her from within it. She
laid her soft, white hand on the fore
head of the dear girl, and she lifted up
that matchless voice in the beautiful
melody:
Angels, ever bright and fair,
Take, O take her to thy care.
The noble voice swelled toward
Heaven, and if ever the choirs of Para
dise paused to listen to earth’s music
it was when Parepa sang so gloriously
beside that poor dead girl. No words
can describe its effect on those gathered
there. The sad mourner sank on her
knees, and with clasped hands and
streaming eyes the little band stood
reverently about her.
No queen ever went to her grave ac
companied by a grander ceremony. To
tiffs day Parepa’s glorious tribute of
song rings with solemn melody in my
memory as the most impressive service
I ever heard.
Cautious Mr. H untington.
“Huntington, the New York railway
magnate, is a very cautious man,” a
Wall street operator told me recently.
“ He never gets left where prudence
will save him. For instance, not long
ago an acquaintance of mine who had
been having some transactions with
Huntington went into his office and at
tempted to carry a certain point by
persistently claiming that Mr. Huntington had said so and so during a previ
ous conversation.”
“ My memory is very poor on such
things,” said the magnate.
“ Mine is excellent ; it is as fresh as
if it were yesterday,” remarked my ac
quaintance.
“The fact is, my memory is so poor
I dare not trust it, and I never dispute
my friends in whom I have confidence,”
continued Mr. Huntington.
“Thank you, thank you ; I know I
am right, I know I am !” ejaculated my
now confident acquaintance, who was
delightfully thinking that by this little
stroke he would be a few thousands
better off than if he hadn’t suspected
the railway man’s defective memory.
“Very likely you are right—very
likely,” quietly said Mr. Huntinton“ But, William ! William ! bring your
book, turn to Jan. 4, 1883, and see
what it was I said to Mr. W .”
The stenographer stepped out from
behind his little screen, brought out his
little book, and my friend’s little game
was up.
“ Your memory isn’t as good as you
thought it was,” said Huntington.
“ William, perhaps you had better write
out what the gentleman has been say
ing here to-day and read it to him so
he won’t forget it.”
As Huntington grinned at this cruel
sarcasm, my discomfited friend sud
denly remembered that he had ah en
gagement with his brother and hastened
away.— Memphis Avalanche.

Th e Romance of a Bank Note.

In the year 1740, one of the directors
of the bank of England, a man of unim
peachable honor, lost a bank note of
£30,000, Under peculiar circumstances.
It seems he had bought an estate for
that sum of money, and for convenience
Sake obtained a note for that amount.
As he was about to put it under lock
and key, after he reached home, he was
called out of the room, whereupon, as
he thought, he placed it upon the man
telpiece.
Upon returning, a few
minutes later, the note had disappeared.
It could not have been stolen, for no
one had entered the room, whereupon
he concluded that it had been blown
into the fire, and had been consumed.
He laid the matter before the officers
of .the bank, and they reissued a note
for. the same amount, he giving bonds
to reimburse the bank if the note
should ever be presented for payment.
Thirty years after when he had long
been dead and his estate distributed
among his heirs, the supposed non
existent note turned up at the bank for
payment. As the bank could not
afford to dishonor the obligation, the
money was paid out, and the heirs' of
the dead man were asked to make good
his loss ; this they refused to do, nor
could the bank employ any legal ma
chinery to force them to do so. The
person who profited by the matter was
supposed to be a builder, employed to
pull down the dead man’s house and
build another on its site. He found the
missing £30,000 note in a crevice in a
chimney, in which it somehow got
lodged after being laid on the mantel
piece. It must have been kept many
years, and its presentation to the bank
was so arranged that the builder be
came a rich man by a sudden stroke of
blind fortune.
Mr. Emerson and the Reporter.

Mr. Emerson was to read a paper
before a select company. When the
philosopher mounted the platform the
reporters were all ready at the tables
below to catch every word. Mr. Emer
son espied them, and prefaced his pa
per with the request that no report
should be made of his essay.
Every reporter save one put away
his paper and pencils- The one excep
tion fell to work with apparently more
energy than if the sage had not asked
him to desist. Mr. Emerson glanced
inquiringly at him several times, and at
length paused in his discourse and said:
“ In spite of my request not to be re
ported, I observe one of the gentlemen
at the press table is making copious
notes of my paper.” Instantly every
eye was turned upon the offending
scribe.
Rising from his seat and looking at
Mr. Emerson, he replied : “No; Mr.
Emerson, I was not doing anything of
the kind.
I was busy writing on a
private work of my own.” He was a
writer of serial stories as well as a
news-gatherer for the daily press.—
Boston Traveller.
Sorghum, after being cut, deterio
rates very rapidly. I t should not be
allowed to remain more than one day'
before being worked, aed less than that
is preferable.
Profitableness of making sugar
from sorghum depends largely' on utili
zing all waste products. The scums and
sediments make manure hardly inferior
to guano, while the begasse can be
turned into manure by being thrown
into the hog-pens.
In growing svfeet corn for stock the
Minnesota evergreen is excellent. When
the fodder feed is given it should be cut
twenty-four hours and allowed to wilt
before giving it to the cows.
If fed
too green they are apt to eat more than
they should.
The value of wood ashes as a fer
tilizer is too little, appreciated. They
contain, in varying proportions, the
valuable mineral proportions needed by
plants.
They are especially valuable
for orchards in bearing, having an yet
unexplained effect in perfecting the
fruit.
A New Jersey farmenwrites to the
New York Herald that he gave a dres
sing of salt (eight bushels to the acre)
to land badly infested with white grubs,
and for three years after raised good
crops of corn, which was impossible
previous to this application.
When two young ladies kiss each
other they fulfill a gospel injunction,
they are doing to one another as they
would men should do unto them.
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is knocking at Uncle Sam’s
<loor for admission into the Union, but
Uncle Sam appears to have turned a
deaf ear to her entreaties.
D a k o ta

of the moderately great Connecticut
tpugwump Gen. John Mason, who
killed off the Peqots, he is likely to be
a mugwump all bis life. If he is only
Gen.- Butler and is elected Governor,
he is a mugwump pro tcm. The faculty
of Harvard College, arid, possibly of
Yale College are decidedly mugwumpisb, if we may ,coin the word, in the
towns which they inhabit. The mug
wump, in short, is one of the big toads
in the puddle, and sizes and qualities
vary with the puddles.—New York Sun.

Logan’s Lament.
We never speak as we pass by—
Me to Jim Blaine nor him to I ;
Twixt us there floats a cloud of gloom,
Since I have found he’s got a boom.
We never speak as we pass by,
We simply nod and drop our eye,
Yet I can tell by his strange look
The reason why he writ that book.
We never speak as we pass by;
No more we’re bound by friendly tie.
The cause of this is very plain—
He’s not for me ; he’s for Jim Blaine.
Chicago News.

Mr. Arthur Scorned by Mr. Robeson.
OUR W A S H IN G T O N

LETTER

Washington Letter In the Chicago News.

$51, 723. 18.
FIFTY-ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND TWENTY-THREE DOLLARS
AND EIGHTEEN CENTS.
The above figures represent ju s t the amount
of our stock at retail in February, since wbicb
stock taking we have added elegant lines of new
black and colored
\
,
SILKS
of the very (jest known makes. Our new Black
Silks at $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 and $2.00, are
warranted not to cut, and they are handsomer
and better for the prices than any we have here
tofore s))own.
Our plain colored and fancy silks for spring
and summer are tn new choice shades, and
eheaper than ever before in our experience.
We have opened new shades in fine French
Dress Goods, among which will be found pigeon
grey, olive greens, grey blue, olive brown, tan
browns, new drabs and steel shades, in the most
desirable makes o f’ goods, selected with great
care, from the stocks of a number of importers.
REMNANTS.
Since taking account of stock we gathered to
gether over a thousand yards of remnants of
dress goods, too short for a full sized suit, and
have marked such prices on them to close them
out, that they are worth looking after by any
mothers having children to clothe. They contain
materials of almost any shade and quality want
ed, and are very much below regular prices.
BLACK CASHMERES.
We have ju st opened the best line of Black
Cashmeres we know of, bought direct Of the im
porters, and as we sell them at a very small
margin, we are not afraid of their being beaten
in price -by any one in the business. They are
heavy in weight, and the best colors made.
WINTER GOODS CHEAP.
During March we will close out Blankets,
Coats and Cloth Skirts, a t such prices as will
make it pay to buy them for next winter.
Underwear, Gloves and Stockings at closing
out prices. Our assortment is still very good.
CLOTHS AND CASSIMERES
In new spring goods, ju st opened. We have over
$3,000 worth of them, and believe it is the best
variety in Pottstown.
HOUSEFURNISHING GOODS.
Our muslins and table linens are reduced to
the lowest figures reached since the war. The
stock is large and choice.
EMBROIDERIES AND LACES.
Thousands of yards of desirable styles and
right prices.

E. S.t MOSER,

H EW ! HEW-

' . D E A R S IR :— We will drop that old advertisement,
continue it no longer ; we do not want to advertise Hay Forks.Scyth.es and
sheaths at this season o f the year. That willlnever do.

----- AT-----

Cold weather is corning gngndw e wajit the Public to know that we
have something to keep them warm.

Fenton B ros.,

I f you want something to keep the body warm you can get it at reason
able prices. C A N T O N F L A N N E L S , good as well as cheap. UN
D E R W E A R fo r the aged—middle aged, indyoung ; fo r men andwomen.
Colored, white and mixed, at all prtces.

An elegant, fine Sil
ver-plated Spoon giv
en away with a mam
moth 3 lb. bar of
“ IDEA L” W h i t e
Soap, price, only 25
cents.
SPECIAL

Robeson wanted two things of Arthur
is for Arthur for the next
W a sh in g to n , D. C., Mar. 24, 1884. that he did not get, one of them being
President, now. I t is not stated whom
the appointment of a postmaster in the
I t has been again said lately that town in New Jersey where Senator
the great pulpit orator will favor next
Secretary Lincoln would resign his Sewell resided. It has been the practice
summer. Beecher’s politics like Beech place
in the Cabinet because his name from time immemorial to allow a Sena
er’s religion, is cverchanging.
is mentioned in connection with the tor to select the postmaster in his own
DRIVE IN MUS
Presidential nomination. But I would town, but Robeson thought he would
LINS. New York
His candida change this tradition and simply got
T h e Democrats of Montgomery did a not advise him to do it.
Mills, 12c, former
ture,
if
such
it
is,
grows
out
of
a
senti
left. He was mad and will remain madgraceful thing in declaring for Randall,
ly
14. Wamsntta
ment that might possibly give him a
12c., formerly 14.
for President. I t would be difficult to second place on the ticket, but hardly “ No, sir,” said he the other day; “this
is nothing but a tailor’s administration
Wiliiarnsville, 12,
find a better man in the party for the the first.
The only strength he pos and tailors and barbers may want it
formerly 14. Fruit
Presidency, excepting, certainly, S.J.T. sesses is that which he derived from the continued, but I don’t.” Mr. Robeson
great name of his father and the affec will, of course, do what he can to dis
of Loom, 10 c., for
tion in which his memory is held by the continue it.
merly 12 c. Lous- *
T h e free trade clamor is likely to re
people. Charlie Farwell, of Chicago,
dale, 10c., formerly
move a load from John Kelly’s shoul who is the leader of the opposition in
12. Hill, 10, former
A Cool T h ief in Jail.
ders. On several occasions Kelly has Illinois to General Logan, may use
ly 12. These are best
A
l l e n t o w n , March 24. —The coolest
makes, o t h e r s re
been charged with defeating the Dem Lincoln in an effort to deprive Logan thief that has lately operated in this
duced in same propor
ocratic party.
“ I t ’s an ill wind that of a few delegates from the State, but city was arrested this morning and, in
at this time Mr. Lincoln does not oc
blows nobod}7 good.”
tion. We have a
cupy much space as a Presidential can default of bail, committed to jail. His
A week ago some
bargain in fine lin
didate. His nomination for the first name is Kress.
T he Philadelphia far furnishes fifty- place would be as great a surprise to cloverseed standing in front of Bowen
en shirt fronts.
Remnants of 5 to
three candidates for one Judgeship. the Republican managers as was that A Co.’s seed store attracted his atten
He inquired the price and left.
10 yds of very best
For the second tion.
How strange! Four hundred and fifty- of Garfield in 1880.
Not long afterwards he returned and
calicoes, only 6 c.
place
Mr.
Lincoln
stands
an
excellent
three candidates would be more in ac
per yard.
chance, provided, of coiirse, Logan asked the loan of the firm’s wheelbarrow
cord with the number of ambitious should fail to get the first place. Either to take a trunk to the depot. The re
Philadelphia lawyers who are waiting Blaine and Lincoln, or John Sherman quest was granted, whereupon Kress
Job lot of writing paper,
invitation cards and en
and Lincoln would possess greater in broad daylight, loaded a four-bushel
for something to turn up.
HOWARD LEOPOLD*
velopes in boxes lrom 10 c.
strength than to name Lincoln for the .bag of cloverseed, worth twenty-five
to 20 c. per box. Men’s blue
POTTSTOWN, PA.
dollars, and wheeled it to other seed
first
place
in
connection
with
any
of
the
flannel shirts from 95c.to$1.50.
S t r a n g e as it may seem to some
A beautiful decorated cup and
I tchinm P iles —Symptoms and C u re .
names that are likely to be presented stores, where he disposed of it at a low
figure.
Then he retnrned the wheel The symptoms are moisture, like perspiration,
saucer given away with a pound of
people, yet it is nevertheless a present for the Vice Presidency.
best green and black tea mixed at 60 ci
barrow.
Other merchants were also.
itching, increased by scratching, very
existing fact. Cooper, the celebrated
pound. Rio coffee 14 c., 17 c . and 20 c.
Congress has now been in session annoyed by thefts and Detective Smith intense
distressing, particularly at night, seems as if pinKettle
coffee 20 c. Java coffee 30 c . Fresh
red-headed and hopeful Cooper, en something more than three months, in was detailed to work up the case. When Worms were crawling in and about the rectum ; ■ Akron Oat
meal 5 c . lb. Very best syrup
the
private
parts
are
sometimes
affected.
If
al
dorses Blaine for President. Where which time the House has passed 101 Kress saw that escape was out of the lowed to continue very serious results may fol 55 c. gal. New crop New Orleans molasses
75 e. gal. Two large sacks of fine table salt 9 c.
low. “ SWAYNE’S OINTMENT” is a pleasant
lives the man who says the world does bills and the Senate 128. Upwards of question he confessed.
Large sack Liverpool ground salt only $1.00.
one-half of the House bills were those
sure cure. Also for Tetter, Itch, Salt Rheum,
Caustic soda iu 5 pounds cans @ 8 c.
not move I
Scald Head. Erysipelas, Barbers’ Itch, Blotches,
granting pensions to those who failed
Choice brands of can corn, peas and
all
scaly,
crusty
skin,
diseases.
Sent
bv
mail
for
Interesting Paragraphs.
tomatoes @ 10, 11 and 12 c. Finest
to stand fire before the Pension Bureau
50 cents ; 3 boxes, $1.25 (in stamps). Address,
evaporated peaches 20 c . tt>. Full
T il d e n , some say, is a “ physical while many of the remainder were bills
Over 200 wild ducks were trapped in DR. SWAYNE & SON, Philadelphia, Pa. Sold
cream New YorK cheese 17 c. lb.
by
Druggists.
entirely
of
a
private
character.
Of
the
a
warehouse
near
Chico,
Cal.,
recently,
New Y otk picKles 10 c. dozen.- .
wreck,” but nobody appears to be in
We maxe a specialty of all
S
w
ayne
’
b
P
ills
—C
omforting
to
th
e
S
ic
k
.
possession of any definite knowledge 128 bills passed by the Senate 17 were one of the doors having been left open
Kinds of oils. Sappho safety
Thousands die from neglect to properly treat
for the construction of public buildings long enough for the ducks to go inside
oil 18 c . g al. Head Light
as regards his condition physically. in different portions of the country, for grain.
Impure
Blood,
Constipation,
Dyspepsia,
Malaria,
The warehouse owners
oil $1.50 test, white only
Liver, Kidney, Heart Disease, Dropsey,
For the purpose of satisfying consider and the rest of them were for the relief make a big haul of game in this man Apoplexy,
14 c. gal. Large stocK
aud Rheumatism. But to the debilitated, bur
dened with such serious sickness, we conscien
able curiosity, and with a view of ren of the throng who are every season in ner every year.
tiously recommeud “ SWAYNE’S PILLS,” which of ladies and children’s fine shoes, also men’s
dering the lives of those who" fear and tent upon relieving the Treasury. ‘ In
medicinal properties possessed by no other boots and
shoes
at
exceedingly
low
Nearly every citizen of Woo'dburn, contain
the
civil
pension
list,
Congress
is
called
remedy. Sent by mail 25 cents, box of 30 pills; 5 prices. Every pair w arranted. Large selected
hate Tilden much happier, would it not
Iowa,
was
fined
by
the
Mayor
a
few
boxes,
$t,
(in
stamps).
Address,
DR.
SWAYNE
upon to add the name of Thomas Jef
stocK of queens and glassware 6 in. plates
be a good plan to have a commission ferson’s grand-daughter, and simulta days since for neglecting to clean the & SON, Philadelphia, Pa. Sold by Druggists.
English stoneware only 60 c . doz. 7 iu. plates
Euglish stoneware only 70 c . doz.
of medical experts to inquire into the neously a bill has been introduced in sidewalks after a snow storm. The
matter and to report that he will lie the House to appropriate $50,000 to amount in the treasury of the town CHOICE, NEW CLOVER SEED,
has been materially increased. The
Bran, Chop Cob Corn, &c. &e., on
sure to die within the next six months. the same lady, which as a matter of lowest fine was one dollar.
sentiment, is all very pretty, but as a
hand and for sale by
precedent, decidedly ugly. The grand
A
towel
folded
several
times
and
T h e Philadelphia Times constructs
F. W. W ETH ERILL,
daughters and grand-sons of other dipped in hot water and quickly wrung
Collegeville* Fa.
the following “ platform to wininl884:” prominent men who have figured in the and then applied over the seat of the
—A RCOLA
MILLS,—
.
political
affairs
of
this
Nation
comprise
Areola Millf*.
“ A Revenue Tariff to meet the ex
pain in toothache or neuralgia, will Collegevilfe, P. O., Pa.
penses of the government economically eonsiderabe of an army, and why should generally afford prompt relief. Head
administered, and scrupulously main they not with equal consistency and aches almost always yield to the simul
tain the national credit, with just dis perhaps superior right call upon Con taneous application of hot water to the
criminations in favor of general pro gress for a fifty dollar per month pen feet and the back of the neck.
ductive industries and against every sion and stipend of $20,000 besides ?
Some of the older business men of
The distinction sought to be conferred
form of monopoly.”
upon the descendant of the author of Cincinnati express alarm that the yield
I t ’s most too good to last until nezt the Declaration of Independence, which of lard in that city has fallen off 3,296summer. Old Alex, is too prone to resulted so much to our benefit, might 000 pounds since last season.
wander after “ false gods” to stick to an with equal propriety be bestowed upon
A jealous husband slapped a man’s
excellent opinion any great length of the grand-son of Henry Clay, now a face in a Providence street car because
House
member,
for
the
eminent
ser
had been staring at his
time.
vices of his grand-father as the author the manYeyes
EVERYBODY Exclaims, upon viewing
face. The car stopped a block
Trappe, Pa.
of the Compromise Measures of 1850 wife’s
Our IMMENSE NEW Stock of SPRING
T h e waters which recently destroyed which, many are ready to declare, saved further on, and a little girl entered and
GOODS, Ju st opened, Consisting of all
led the man away.
He was totally
the Standards in
considerable property and caused much the country from disruption.
blind.
suffering have reached the lower Mis
There is much interest on all sides to
California is said to be the only state
sissippi, coming in contact with the know just what position the majority
in
which the distillation of salt from
—A FU LL LINE OF—
in
the
House
will
take
on
the
Morrison
second-story windows of the citizens of
sea water is carried on to any great ex
Mississippi and Louisana. The water Tariff bill, and for two weeks past the tent. The production has risen from
question has been earnestly discussed,
is claimed to be higher than ever before among the Democrats, whether it should 44.000 bushels in 1860 to upwards of
known at New Orleans and other points be made a party matter and sanctioned 880.000 bushels in 1883.
along the lower river, and crevasses by caucus action. Beyond all question,
A man named Chen worth, who lives
have been made in the levees which a large majority of Democratic Repre in the village of Cowby, Kan., owns a
sentatives are in favor of the bill, and
threaten serious destruction of property if a caucus is held it will be adopted. horse which he sends to a store three
At reasonable prices.
A note
and perhaps of life. The flood-sufferers But Mr. Randall and some others are miles distant for provision.
are calling loudly for help from Con not disposed to be bound by such ac tied to the horse’s mane has a list of
the articles wanted. They are strapped
gress. Congress granted relief to the tion, if taken. Efforts have been made in a bag to his back. The animal never
------ : A L S O :— Ohio Yalley sufferers on account of the to arrive at an understanding, but, as 8tops to nibble grass, but goes the whole
yet, none has been effected.
If the
flood. How can it refuse the Southern Democratic masses are for tariff reform distance at a brisk trot.
unfortunates? The right of Congress as they undoubtedly are, the party in
Another Coroner’s verdict.
It was
to grant relief in such cases has been Congress can do no less than show the rendered at Pekin, HI., on the body of
H osiery,
courage of their convictions and stand a man found in the river, and declared Corsets,
seriously disputed.
or fall by the position taken.
The “ that the late deceased had come to his
policy of having no policy and of stand death by a blow on the head inflicted
Underwear.
T h e intelligence of the ordinary jury
ing round waiting for something to either before or after he was drowned.”
was aptly illustrated by the finding of torn up, running for cover every time
John Jay Cisco, who died in New
the twelve good and true, if not intelli anything happens, is not a lofty or
York on Sunday, began life a poor boy
gent, men, who sat on a case in the Elk winning business for any party.
The cause of popular education in becoming a tailor, entered the dry
County Court the other day. They
goods business and subsequently made
handed in a written verdict, which pro this country must be making rapid large sums of money as a banker. He
progress when we find Congress gravely
nounced the defendant guilty. The considering a proposition to invest a was one among the many millionaires A f..Mfline
Judge looked it over in amazement and round hundred and fifty millions in of Manhattan Island.
“ Whistling John” is the nickname of
handing it back told the jurymen that the common-school system of the sever
John
Molyneaux, of Providence. He
al
States.
Mr.
Blair’s
bill
in
the
Senate
they must find for either the plaintiff
or the defendant, as they were sup and that of Mr. Sherwin in the last was so called because of a habit of
Congress, now pending in the House, whistling from morning until night.
posed to be trying a civil case, in which both fall short of the steps which the For a generation he was the best known
nobody was charged with a crime. It National Government ought really to pack-peddler in the State. Now John
His money—of
will only require such things to become take for the promotion of popular ed whistles no more.
We are going to “ Wake them up early and
a little more common to make it a valid ucation. By the last census we find which he had a good deal—is gone, his keep them up late,” and calulate upon making
that of 36,761,607 persons over ten wife is dead, and he is to be sent to an our prices “ town talk.” We do not hesitate to
excuse for every criminal with any years of age in the States and Terri asylum. Wetting the whistle of this mention that OUR OBJECT is to convert our
splendid stock into cash as soon as possible, and
brains demanding a new trial every tories, 4,923,451, or thirteen per cent., merry whistler caused his downfall.
if YOU OBJECT to paying two prices for things
time he is convicted, on the ground were returned as unable to read; while
Kansas City looms up second in Win you must have, ju st drop in and try to compre
that he he has not been tried by a jury 6,239,607, or seventeen per cent., were ter hog packing. - Chicago packers hend our DROP in prices. Another item, also,
will then notice, that An active trade i*
returned as unable to write, In some slaughtered and packed 2,025,000 head: you
of his peers.—■Times.
In Good Variety and at
of the States, notably in the South, Kansas City packed 425,000 head; Cin alivays conducted on the small profit plan.
the percentage of illiteracy is simply
A n esteemed contemporary desires to fearful, New Mexico showing a defec cinnati, 370,000 head; St. Louis, 355,head; Indianapolis 274,000 head;
know what in the world a mugwump is. tion of sixty per cent.; South Carolina 000
Milwaukee, 255,000 head, and Louis
That is an easy one. A mugwump, in 48; Georgia, 42; Florida, 38; and so ville, 141,000. The total shortness at
TR APPE, PA.
the cherished vocabulary of the New on, with Iowa, Wyoming and Nebraska the points named aggregates about
with the contrast of a little more than 750,000.
England States, is a big person ; not two per cent. These figures show that
necessarily in frame, or voioe, or in the many of the States, even after a twenty
Years ago John Q. Adams loved the
pugilistic prowess of our later Boston, years existence unhampered by the prettiest girl in Alabama. Her parents
TRAPPE, PA.
not always big in bruin or sense, but blight of slavery, have shown little forced her to marry a man named Jackson,
who
took
her
to
Texas,
where
she
big somehow. A little man in a big disposition to decrease this terrible per became the mother of nineteen children.
centage of illiteracy among their own
----- TRAPPE, PA-----place aud not yet found out is a mug people, all of whom have been invested A year ago her husband died. Mean
wump, but so is a big man in a big with the right of citizenship and there while John Q. Adams, who had married
place.
One may be a mugwump be fore peculiarly entitled to the benefits early, had not been idle. He acquired A LARGE AND WELL SEASONED STOCK OF
Hence the action of considerable local renown by becoming
RANTED.
cause his father was, or he may become of education.
Congress
would
seem a matter of the father of twenty-one children. Re
one by marrying a mugwump’s child:
He has gone to
necessity in the guaranty to the people cently his wife died.
A journeyman, at the Upper Providence Square
If he is a descendant of the great mug of these particular States that aid which Texas to marry Mrs. Jackson.
The
Harness Shop, immediately.
JOHN G. DETWILER,
wump Elder Brewster, or of the greater their own legislatures persistently re families will live on the cooperative Always on hand. All the leading brands mad*
Yerkes, P. O., Pa.
|o order. Your patronage solicited.
plap.
mugwump Gov. William Bradford, or fuse.
SpotB e e c h er

Interesting Letter from Ironbridge!

SOMETHING

A H EA D !m

H. C. STYER,

GROCERIES

TRIMMINGS,

Look at our C A SSIM E R E S and O V E R C O A T IN G S wet uhU sell
reasonable and good Goods. Come and examine and see fo r yourself.
Ladies we have some good and desirable D R E SS GOODS; come and
see them. We are always willing to show goods, we ‘also have an assort
ment o f B U T T O N S —all styles; L A C E S and TRIM M ING S, Calico,
cheap Muslin and Flannels. We first, clothe the body now fo r the feet,
we can clothe them fo r you. L A D IE S SH O ES all prices and S T Y L E S ;
M E N S H E A V Y BOO TS and SHOES. Also Shoes fo r boys and chil
dren. You also want Hose ; you can get them right here at all prices.
Now we want something to keep o f the snow and rain, come and see our
Gossameres,for men, women and children.
Men and boys do not forget the head and hands you can get HA TS and
CAPS as well as GLO VES as cheap as elsewhere.
We almostforgot Floor Oil Cloth, we have quite a number o f Patterns and
styles fro m one yard quarter pattern to 2 1-2 yards wide ; do not forget
to see it.
We also keep a GOOD L I N E o f G R O C E RIE S, O IL, P A IN T S,
G L A SS and H A R D W A R E , Horshoe Nails and many other articles we
cannot enumerate at present.
I Urn thankful to the public fo r past favors, and trust that I.will merit
and receive f urther patronage.

G. F . HUN SICKER,
I ro n B r id g e ,

P. O.

RAHN STATION, PA.

(----- §—:0:—| —:0:—^—)
jgj§n*WE HAVE SECURED

FOR

THE

GROCERIES

HATS & CAPS,

IsT O T IO IS T S HARDWARE,

Boots & S h o e s

WOOD AND

WILLOW WARE.

BOTTOM PRICES.

J. H. KROUT,

Cigar Manufacturer,

-. CIGARS

H. C. STYER,

TRADE A - ------

— F IN E STOCK OF GOODS ! =

AT - EXCEEDINGLY - I0W - PRICEQ |
**

__ AND CAN TH EREFORE OFFER

E xtraord in ary

. '

B argains

To our customers. Our entire building, 3 floors, each 40x50 feet piled full,
which stock we are determined to sell if low prices will do it.

PARLOR AND CHAMBER SUITS!
WARDROBES, BOOK CASES, SECRETARIES!
Office Tables and Desks, Sideboards,— .

— PABLOR BREAKFAST AND EXTENSION TABLES!
Sinks, Easj Chain, C onies, mirrors, L in es and Conches,
Carpets, Oil Cloths, shading, Clothes W ringers,
An endless number of Chairs and everything else in the Furniture Line.
| 2gf“ We do not approve of advertising prices, but will simply give you an idea
of wbat we are doing. We have some beautiful Solid Walnut Marble Top

Chamber Suits, for $26.
Beautiful C ottage Suits,
any color* for $17,50. These goods are well «put together by good
makers and knowing how they are made we will warrant them to be so. Their
cheapness lies in the bargains we give you. Come and see. I t will pay you well 1

GEORGE W . OZIAS, Jr., Trappe, Pa.

J U S T

R E C E I V E D !

j : A LA R G E IN V O IC E O F : :

- ST A

T I O ItsPE IR, IT -

ENVELOPES, From 7 to 18 Cents per Pack. W RITING PA PE R from 10 to
20 Cents per Quire. Drawing Paper and Drawing Books.

Pure Spices a Specialty.

Culbert’s Ague Pills*

Cures Ague and Malaria. Culbert’s LIV ER
PILLS cure billiousness, costiveness, &c.

-m GOODS:- CU1 .BER T’S

Clothe hide to obdeR .

SPRING

DRUG STORE,

COLLEGEVILLE, P R .

J O S E P H G. G O T W A G S ,
(Successor to E. C. KEELOR.)

P R O V ID E N C E SQ U ARE,

-

-

-

L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E

SPECIAL N O TIC E:—I recently bought an original package of the Best
Iron Stone, China Ware.
As to quality there is none superior, coming as it
does from England. Also a full line of C. C. Ware, and Domestic Queensware,
all of which will be sold at rock bottom prices. The usual ery of reduction has
taken effect at my place, also. A good assortment of Dry Goods can always
be sh ow n , and now at reduced prices. Caustic soda, single pound or in pack
ages of five. Carp chain in variety. Clothes Wringers at reduced prices. Our

PRICES

WILL

COMPETE-

with other stores, anywhere, tow» or country. Competition-defied in

CLOTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS,
C ut and made up by himself. Prices as low at the lowest, Satisfaction guaranteed. You will profit
by calling a t the
•

Providence Square Store.
JO SEPH STO N E,

fJVAKE N O TIC E!

The members of the Mutual Fire Insurance
Co., of Montgomery county, are hereby notified
that a contribution has been levied of One Dol
lar on each One Thousand Dollars for which
P E R K IO M E E B R ID G E .
they are insured, and that M. McGlathery, Treas
urer of said Company, will attend at his office,
Rag Carpet wov^n to order in any style desired. No. 506 Swede Street, in the Borough of Norris
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for town, from this date to receive said assessments.
sale at reasonable prices.
Extract o f Charter, Section 6th.— “ Any member
failing to pay his or her Assessment Tax within
40 days after the above publication shall forfeit
CAMUEL P. SHANTZ.
and pay for such neglect double such rates, and
in case default is made 50 days after the expi
ration of the 40 days aforesaid, such defaulting
member may a t the option of the Board of Man
agers, be excluded from all benefits under their
Policies, and yet be held liable for all past Taxes
RAHN SRATION, PA.
and Penalties.” I desire every member to be
W. McGLATHERY,
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work. punctual.
Jan. 25, fit,
^
Treasurer,
No pains spared to give satisfaction.

CARPET WEAVER,

Carpenter and Builder.

✓
A young lady residing oh Fayette
street Conshohocken has just - com
pleted a rug composed entirely of silks,
each
piece being an inch and a half in
Thursday, March 27, 1884.
length. The rug contains 14,510 pieces
of different colors and is a very hand
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE,
some piece of work and shows her in
This paper has a larger circulation genuity.—Recorder.
in this section o f the count;/ than any
Mr. B. Frank Davis, who has been
other paper published. -¿I* an adver teaching in the Academic Department
tising medium the “Independent" ranks of Ursinus College, has tendered his
among the most desirable papers, having resignation, which has been accepted
a large and steadily increasing circula by the Faculty, in order to take charge
tion in various localities throughout the of David W. Ebbert’s congregations
during his absence. Rev. Ebbert in
county.
tends to make a trip to Palestine and
It is the aim o f the editor and pub expects to be gone about four months.
lisher to make the “Independent” one o f
The Montgomery County Court has
the best local and general newspapers
in the county, or anywhere else, and to granted a rule, returnable in May, to
this end we invite correspondence fro m show cause why a recount should not
be made of the vote of the Third ward
every section.
of Pottstown. The recount is asked in
favor of Joseph Spong, Republican
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
candidate for Council, against M. S.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously Lessig, Democrat, the present incum
for the convenience of our readers.
bent. .
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as

Providence Independent.

follows :
FOR P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.

.. .1.25 p. m.,
.. .4.42 p. m.

M arket...............

FO R ALLENTOW N AND PO IN TS NOKTH AND W EST.

.. .7.03 a.
.. .9.14 a.
.. .8.13 p.
.. .6.41 p.

Accomodation. . .
M arket...........
Accommodation.

m.
m.
m.
m.

SUNDAYS— SOUTH.

Aceomodation.. ......................... .

.. .4.59 p. m.

NORTH.

| 5gf“All communications, business or
otherwise, transmitted to us. through the
mails, to receive immediate attention,
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0.,
hereafter.
______'■‘I
A. D. Fetteolf, Esq,, expects to erect
a residence on a lot he is about to pur
chase of his brother, Captain'Fetterolf.
Matthias Force, this tow nship/has
disposed of his house and lot to Jacob
Gergenheimer on private terras.
Mr.
Force will remove to Royersford.
The primary department of Trappe
public school has been closed for an
indefinite period, owing to the illness
of the teacher, Miss Lena Shuler.
At William Kratz’s public sale, in
Worcester, last week, a horse I t years
old brought $202.50. I t was pur
chased by Mr. Kratz’s son Milton.
Rev. Riemensyder, from somewhere,
will occupy the pulpit in .St. Luke’s
Reformed Church, Trappe^ next Sun
day morning. Go and hear the gen
tleman’s discourse.
The vestry of St. James’ Church,
Evansburg. has requested the rector,
Rév. J. L. Heysirtger, to Withdraw the
resignation offered by him some time

D em ocratic County Convention.
The democrats of Montgomery
county held a Con vention in the Court
House Norristown, on Tuesday, for the
purpose of electing eleven delegates to
represent the county in the State Con
vention at Allentown on April 9. The
delegates to the'Convention were electin the various districts last Saturday
evening. ■ A. W. Beard and James
Bean, represented the upper district and
Jos. D. Rittenhouse and James Epright
the lower district of this township. The
whole number of delegates present was
162. The list of candidates was rather
extensive.
One ballot was taken re
sulting in the election of the following
persons: R. Brooke Evans, Enoch
Enochs, Noah D. Frank, Michael Fen
nel^ Joseph A. High, J. J. Morrison,
Dr. Milton Newberry, Thomas G. Rut
ter, Geo. W. JSteiner, A. K. Shearer
and James Tracy.' A resolution, offer
ed by H. U. Bruner Esq., endorsing
Hon..Samuel J. Randall as a candidate
for President was unanimously adopted.

H om e F la sh e s and S tray Sparks
F rom Abroad.
J ustice Fetterolf is at present enjoy
—I. M. Gaumer has taken possession
ing a rush of work in the way of writ of the Bowman residence, on the corner
ing deeds, mortgages, &c., &c. His of Chestnut street, this town.
business has very largely increased
—-“Everybody,’s Sale” is. advertised
during the last year which shows that
people, generally, are quick in observ in another column.
ing efficiency in public officers. The
—Don’t forget the fourteenth anni
Squire cuts straight to the line, of versary of the Zwinglian Literary
proficiency in the transaction of all Society, in Ursinus Chapel, this (Thurs
business placed in his charge.
day) evening. The programmes were
printed at this office.
A Pleasant Party.

—Our young friends, the (college
Last Thursday evening a number of boys,
can tip their hats with both ease
young folks met at the residence of
Miss Marne Beaver, Trappe. , They and grace.
were about twenty in number. They
—A happy life is not like a roaring
soon took possesion of the whole house torrent nor a stagnant pool, but a placid
and spent a very pleasant time. * Nu and crystal stream 'ithat flows gently
merous games were played1in which all and smoothly along.
hands took part. The “ Ursinus Quar
—^Subscribers in changing their post
tette” sang several of their favorate
College songs, which were receiyed office address should notifiy us where
with much satisfaction. At ten o’clock, they remove from as well as where
excellent refreshments were served. they removed to,
Delightful instrumental music, was • —Howard Roberts, the efficient clerk
rendered by several of the noted iady in H. G. Schwenk’s store, this place,
musicians of Trappe.
will relinquish his position about the
first of April.
He expects to secure
Public School Entertainment.
employment in Philadelphia.
Class Exercises by the pupils of
—We had intended to offer a piece of
Trappe public school will take place in spring poetry this week, but as the
Masonic Hall, Trappe, next Thursday heavens are o’ercast with ominous
evening, April 3. A programme that clouds, at this writing, we have
foreshadows an exceptionally interest abandoned our pet project for an in
ing occasion has been prepared by Mr. definite period.. We . want no spring
O. B. Steely, principal of the school. poetry in the midst of a blizzard—or
Superintendent Heffecker will be pres
ent to make one of his neat, clean-cut mud a foot'deep.
speeches. Do not miss this entertain
—For charming wit, harmless in its
ment^ Admission 15 cents. In this purity, original in its scope and shak
connection we see fit to remark that ing when it strikes the short ribs, give
Mr. Steely’s career, as principal of the us the Perkasie News.
Trappe school has been both a brilliant
—“The world was not made in a
and successful one, and the school
never, in its past history, flourished day.” And the new depot will not
better than it did during the present rise up in place of the dear old one
term. We regret to say that Mr. during a period of twenty-four hours,
Steely will not serve another term for either. I t will take both time and
the reason that he has been appointed patience. We are nearer to it now than
one of the board of instructors in the ever before. The “signs of the times”
State Normal School at Bloomsburg, point toward a new depot, finished, in
artistic style, in the “dim distance of
Pa.
futurity.”

ag°'
. v /'
Our friend John H. Wisler, this
township, was engaged in trimming
Cause for Renewed Hope.
grape vines, the other day, when- thé
knife he was operating with slipped and
Turn not a deaf ear nor a blind eye
to that which has been accomplished
cut a severe gash in his left arm.
by the Perkiomen Railroad Company,
In the way of improvements we ob at this place. We hasten with a joyous
serve that Dr. J. W. Sunderland is con heart to announce the improvements
verting the building occupied by L. H. quite recently completed. The road
Ingram, into a desirable dwelling house, leading from the pike along the side
by erecting front and rear attachments track has been well covered with cin
and otherwise changing the structure. ders. During the miserable winter that
has dragged itself reluctantly out of
Jacob O. Ziegler, formerly a promi existence, for a period at least, the
nent citizen of Perkiomen township, road was not fit to travel by the nu
this county, died on the 15th of March, merous patrons of the road who receive
at the residence-of his son Isaiah B. their feed, live stock, &c., at this point.
Ziegler, 538 North Twelfth street, Therefore the Company has accom
Philadelphia, aged 80 years.
plished a wise act in that direction On
Tuesday, after a lively eomipotion,
Trinity Christian Church, this place, lasting part of the day, a new tool and
was well filled by members of the con truck house sprang up, as if by magic,
gregation and visitors from other near thé milk stand. Now some may
churches, last Sunday morçing. Pastor say : “ Well, well, all this does not
Hendricks delivered a very earnest, bring us a new depot, &c.” True
practical and interesting sermon.
enough, but let us/ hope that “ straws
show which way the ’wind blows” in
Esquire Boorse, of Kulpsville, lias this matter. The depot is coming now,
had his residence connected with the sure, even though it’s a long time on
telephone. He played an organ Thurs the way.
day afternoon and the music was dis
tinctly heard at the Herald office,
Real Estate Transactions.
Norristown,
Last week we chronicled the fact that
Rev. William Paulin, the victim of Captain H. H. Fetterolf had purchased
the railroad accident at Limerick Abram Grater’s farm, this place. Fig
Station, died Tuesday evening, last ures : $13,400.
Win. Knipe has solïl the house and
week, a t six o’clock, having never re
covered consciousness. The' deceased •lot formerly owned by W. W. Taylor,
was thirty-five years old and was mar to Abraham Grater for $2,650.
Last week Dr. J. W. Sunderland sold
ried a year or two ago.
the building, at present occupied by
A gentleman from Philadelphia, has Druggist Culbert, to Dr. E, S. Rosen,
leased Prospect Terrace, the well known berger, of Philadelphia, for $3,400. As
summer resort, this place. He took Mr. Culbert’s lease continues for two
possession of the premises last week, years he will conduct his business at
and will make full preparations for the old stand for that length of time, at
least.
business in due time,
And it has been reported that tne
A Norristown individual kept a cross publisher of this paper purchased a
dog as a guard to his hen roost. The house and lot of Abraham Grater. It
other night the canine killed all the is probable that all persons concerned
fowls, save one. As a thief and mur will size themselves up to the statement
derer combined, the animal was be circulated in a few days
It will be observed that .this town has
headed by its owner.
encountered " a real estate boom—
C. J . Sclieffler, General Agent, in. “ boom,” that’s the word.
forms us that “ Errors Chains” a book
The Kulpsville Hall is to lie sold by
lie has been canvassing for in this sec
tion, will be delivered to subscribers on the Sheriff. Perhaps it is not generally
or about April 15. He desires sub known that in the cupola of the hall
scribers to be in readiness to receive hangs the clock that was iu the old court
house at Norristown,and that it was re
the book.
moved to Kulpsville Hall when the new
Mr. E. L. Markley the very success court house was completed, about
ful and efficient teacher of Chestnut thirty years ago. The old bell that was
Hall school, this township, is making removed at the same time has disap
arrangements to hold a public school peared. Does anyone.know where it is?
entertainment in the Limerick Square Curiosity hunters are looking up these
Hall, on Thursday evening, April 12. two relics of the olden time. The old
The programme, of course, will be clock and bell should be brought
rendered principally by pupils of his together again and be placed on exhi
school, the particulars of which will be bition at the coming centennial.—
Herald.
published next week.
“ ’Tis more brave to live than to
die.” Therefore don’t wait till a slight
Cough develops itself into consumption
but secure a bottle of Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup at a small outlay of 25 cents,
pure your Cough and Jive on happily.

Dairymen and stock raisers all buy
Day’s Horse and Cattle Powder. For
distemper, hidebound, loss of appetité,
and general debility it is without a peer
in the market. Price twenty-five cents
per package of one pound, full weight.

Custer, Lizzie Jane Moyer, Vergie L.
Poley. There are several other who
missed but a day during the whole of
the term on account of sickness.
From

Our Trappe

Correspondent.

Spring has come upon us at last, and
all of a sudden too. There has been a
sudden change of temperature, giving
us several mild and spring-like days
during the past week. We trust that
we may have more of them, so as to
dry up the mud, that we may again en
joy dry sidewalks and good roads.
J. W. Diener, has removed the old
blacksmith shop and has started the
new one which is to be occupied l>y
Mr. Frederick. He expects to have
it completed by April 1st.
George W. Ozias, Jr., who has relin
quished and sold his furniture warerooms, will remove next week to his
father’s residence at the lower end of
town. _
Some of our young men attended the
ball given at Moser’s Hotel in Zeiglersville on Thursday evening last.
We
have no doubt it was a
grand affair and that all. present en
joyed themselves. Some of them at
least did not return until the next day.
The Grammar school at this place,
managed by our efficient.teaeher Mr.O.
B. Steely, intends holding an enter
tainment in Masonic Hall, at this place
on April 3d. This entertainment will
no doubt be good, and all those Wish
ing to spend an enjoyable evening
should not fail to attend.
Prof. R. F. Hoffecker, County Sup’t.
was in this section visiting schools on
. Friday last. He reports good attend
ance in all the public schools. He says
he never saw such muddy roads.
The blacksmith shop vacated by Mr.
Frederick, wil be occupied by a Mr.
Ringler. He is a young man ju st'start
ing in business for himself, and we
trust he will meet with a good share of
patronage.
Benj. Keyser, appointed to take
charge of toll gate, No, 1, south of
Reading,moved to that place last week.
Lewis Yost intends removing with
his family to Harrisburg this spring,
where he expects to find employment
as a mechanic.

—Collegeville may yet become a city.
Who knows?
—Crocker again swings the local editoral pen for the Norristown Register.
He can do it.
—Bro. Meredith of the Times is as
handsome as ever.
—Editor Johnson, of the North
Wales Record says the temperance
business pays.
—The Lansdale Reporter claims a
larger circulation than any other paper
along the line of the North Pennsyl
vania R. R. The Record of North
Wales makes a similar statement. Who
lies ?
—The editor of the Conshohocken
Recorder appears to be as imperturbed
as the waters of a quiet lake.
—The new tool and truck house lays
the old depot away in the shade, poor
thing !
—Bro. Robart8, of the Phcenixville
Messenger still maintains the freshness
and vigor of youth, the same vivacity,
and his plum pudding is always season
ed to somebody’s taste.
—The Norristown Herald recently
donned a new garb. Its typographical
appearance is excellent, and it is one of
the most carefully edited weekly papers
in the State, when questions of a par
tisan character are not at stake.
The mill known as Egypt mill, at
foot of Mill street, Norristown, belong
ing to the estate of the late Christopher
Heebner, deceased, was sold on Mon
day, to Alfred Brook, one of the firm
Hibberd & Brooke, of Bridgeport. The
price was $16,900. This includes the
mill property below Washington street,
the property along the line of Mill
street, and the meadow. The large
house on the corner of Mill and Wash
ington street, the residence of the late
Christopher Heebner was purchased by
.Zieber H art for $4015.
Following is the school report of
Chestnut Hall school, Upper Provi
dence township, for the school month
ending March 12, 1884, E. L. Markley,
teacher: The following pupils did not
miss a day during the. month : Jacob
W. Poley, A. Harvey Moyer, Abram
G. Weikel, William II. Poley, Harry
Amos, John G. Weikel, Jacob Weikel,
B. Franklin Moyer, Daniel Harley,
Ida iVIay Weikel, Emma Harley, Ettie
R. Peterman, Lizzie C. Brunner, Leora
B. Custer, L. Verna Custer, Lizzie Jane
Moyer, Anna Jane Poley, Vergie
Poley, Anna Poley, Anna K. Shupe,
Anna Harley, Katie Williams. Average
attendance during month males 24,
females 22, total 23. Per cent, of at
tendance during month males. 85, fe
males 83, total 84. Number of scholars
enrolled 55. The following pupils did
not miss a day since the opening of
school September 3d, 1883 : A Harvey
Moyer, L. Verna Custer, Leora B,

UOR SALE 1

playing along the railroad and found a
number of these caps. George took
some along home and attempted to,
make whistles out .of them. He had
some difficulty in getting out the filling
and in order to facilitate matters put.
one into the stove. An explosion fol-;
lowed which resulted in demolishing
the stove and shattering the boy’s
thumb and forefinger verybadly. It
is a wonder that he was not killed.

■

A two seated Carriage and a sleigh. Will
be sold cheap for want of further use. Apply to
LEWIS ROYER, Trappe, Pa.
T flO R S A L E .
A small house in Philadelphia. Will pay
10 per cent. 0:1 the'investm ent. Price, $1,100.
Also 3 houses, with 9 rooms-each, in Camden, at
a sacrifice. . Apply to W. KNIPE, Trappe, Pa.

L ee.

jp O R SALE.

M ARRIAG ES.
March 82, at the Lutheran parsonage, Trappe
Pa., by Rev. O. P. Smith, Mr. Ephraim S. Miller
and Mrs. Kate Custer, both of Pottstown, Pa.

PUBLIC SA L E
OF

FRESH COWS

•

T

Will be sold a t Public Sale, on MONDAY,
MARCH 31, 1884, at Perkiomen Bridge hotel,
ONE CAR
}Load of Fresh Cows with calves, direct .
’ from York county. Good judgm ent was
exercised in the selection of this stock, and it
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend
sale.
Sale to commence at 2 o’clock,
Conditions by
H. H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.

PUBLIC SALE
OF

FRESH COWS !
Will be sold at Public Sale, on" FRIDAY,
MARCH 28,1884, at Frederick’s Hotel, Trappe,
20 Head of Fresh Cows from Western
Pennsylvania. These áre a lot of heavy
cows, good baggers and excellent milkers, and
in every respect are worth the attention of pur
chasers. The lot includes an Alderney cow
Also one stock bull. Sale to commence at one
o’clock. Conditions by W. C. FORESMAN.

Public Sale o f
PERSONAL PROPERTY !

Two Brewster spring, piano box, Falling
Tops. Also a good market wagon. Apply to
ABNER~W. JOHNSON, Yerkes P. O., Pa.

For the Cure of Coughs, Colds,
Hoarseness, Bronchitis,Croup, Influ
enza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, In
cipient Consumption and for the re
lief of consumptive persons in advan
ced stagesof the'Disease. FerSale
by all Druggists.—Price, 25 Cents.

p o l l RENT I
A tenement house and lot, in Collegeville.
Apply to Dr. J . HAMER,
Collegeville, Pa.

- p O R RENT.

W ashington H all

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE
Spring Term will begin April 7,1884.
A. RAMBO, P h . D., Trappe, Pa.

INSTATE NOTICE.
Estate of Hannah Paul, late of Upper Prov
idence, township, Montgomery county,deceased.
All pvrsons indebted to said estate are request
ed- to make immediate payment, and those hav
ing legal Maims against the same, will present
them without delay in proper order for settle
ment to
""
DAVID KEYSER, Executor.
463.
P. O. Address, Trappe, Pa.

gST A T E NOTICE.
Estate of Isabella Yerkes, late of Upper Provi
dence township, Montg. county, Pa., deceased.
Notice is hereby given that letters testamentary
upon the above estate have been granted to the
undersigned. All persons indebted to said estate
arc requested to make immediate payment, and
those having claims to present the same with
out delay to
FRANK M. HOBSON,
Collegeville P. O. Executor.

Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
APRIL 3d, 1884, on the premises in Perkiomen
township, 1 mile from Evansburg, the following
personal property to wit : 3 horses : "No. 1, bay gST A T E NOTICE.
mare, coming 9 years, works single
or double; No. 2, bay horse coming
. Estate of Henry B. Tyson, late of Perkio9 years, works single or double and
mcn township, Montgomery county, deceased.
works well on tread-power. No. 3, gray All
horse,
persons indebted to said estate are re
coming 7 years old, works single or double, a quested to make immediate payment, and those
splendid driver. 11 COWS, some in profit and having legal claims against the same, will pre
others coming in profit in about a month, others sent them without delay iu proper order for set
fat; Shoats, 50 pair chickens, lot hen manure, tlement to
feed trough and chest, grindstone, ladder, wag
GEORGE G. TYSON, Grater’s Ford P. O.
on hoister. Tread power and tresher, (Ellis)
DAVID G. TYSON, Trappe P. O.,
good as new; Fodder cutter (Freed’s), Mower
aj
,
£ Executors.
(Wood’s), good as new; hay bed and wagon
“ The Housewife’s Library,” that complete, market wagon with pole and shaft, p R O P O S A L S FOR A PR IL, 1884.
express wagon, cart and harness, two
bright new book, we are pleased to good
plows, Syracuse and Advance, spike harrow, 3
state is being received with great favor hoe harrows, 2 horse cultivator and corn planter,
The Directors of the Poor and House of Em
in this vicinity as elsewhere.^ It covers 8 sets stage harness, 2 sets light harness, 2 sets ployment of Montgomery County invite sealed
lines, plow lines, hay hook and proposals for the following articles at the above
all the different departments of home double
pulleys, and good butchering tackles, gambrels,
duties and cares, and also pleasures, so timber chains, lot of cow chains, post spade, named •almshouse,
ON MONDAY, APRIL 7, 1884,
that the .trouble, of searching through shovels, hoes, rakes, forks, manure hook and At 12 o’cIoqk, noon, to wit :
drag,
5
tons
good
timothy
hay
;
4
tons
meadow
numerous volumes or going to a neigh hay, 2000 sheaves fodder, 100 bushels corn, oats
6 pieces Scotch Diagonal.
8 “
Cottonade.
bor to enquire what to do or how to do by the bushel, seed potatoes, 3 acres of grain in
Muslin % yard (best quality)
in a puzzling case is avoided. We the ground. Lot of Dairy Fixtures to w it: 1 102 ““ Lead
colored chintz.
churn, butter hamper, buckets, 12 dozen
commend it to all of our readers as a large
milk pans, cream cane, milk cans, milk cup 12 dozen Men’s HandKerchiefs.
4 “
“
Straw hats.
real practical help in all those neces boards, tables,good copper kettle,No. 8, ’76 cook
pounds Coffee (unroasted).
sities, emergencies, and vexations that stove, 2 large butter coolers. 8ale to commence 400
500 “
Barley.
by
try a housekeeper in discharging her at 1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions
100 “
HemloeK sole leather.
ABRAHAM H. LANDIS.
1 box Clay smoxe pipes.
duties in the home. Wm. C. Gordon, S. R. Shupe, Auct.
Wm. Hallman, clerk.
2
dozen
liand
scrubs.
of Collegeville, is still soliciting for this
1 “
Scrubbing brushes.
volume.
1 “ Corn hoes.
1 barrel sugar.
1 barrel b or e sugar.
O U R N O R R IS T O W N L E T T E R .
4 “ Sugar house molasses..
2 “
Syruy.
N o r r isto w n , March 24, 1884.
1 “ xxx marrow fat beans.
8 bushels of peas.
There has been quite a breeze in the
One boat load of coal, half egg and one half
DeKalb street Methodist Church of this
stove, to be delivered at Almshouse wharf free of
place. At the Methodist Episcopal
freight on or before April 20th, 1884. The mine
Conference, in Philadelphia, on Tues Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY to be designated.
and SATURDAY, APRIL 10, and 12, 1884, at
One car load of steers ranging in weight from
day of last week, the Rev. W. L. Gray the
residence of the undersigned, in Collegeville, 1000 to 1300 pounds. All cattle weighing less
of the above mentioned church rose to Montgomery county, the following Personal than
1000 pounds will be rejected. Cattle to be
a question of privilege and said if he Property 3 HORSES, good workers and dri delivered on of before May 5th, 1884. Cattle to
Spotted Pony. 17 MILCH COWS. One be weighed on almshouse scales, cattle to be in
had ever deserved anything at the Con vers.
stock bull, 6 SHOATS—4 of them are of the spected by the Directors before the delivery at
ference, he asked to be made a super Chester White breed. 20 pair of Chickens— almshouse.
Samples of goods required. All goods to be
numerary. He had never given the Black Spanish. 3 two horse farm wagons, one
with broad wheels, bed and ladders. Lot wagon, delivered at almshouse or Phoenixville free of
church any trouble and never would. cart,
express, market wagon, summer Phaeton, freight.
After this there was quite a long debate family Carriage, Jenny Lind, 2 Sunshades, 3
JOHN O. CLEMENS
DANIEL SHULER,
and many pointed remarks made. The Falling tops, one new ; buggy, 3 one horse
sleighs,
express
sleigh.
Threshing
machine,
HENRY S. LOWERY,
requestof Mr.Gray for a supernumerary (Heebner’s), winnowing mill, Telegraph fodder
Directors.
relation was not granted. Mr. Grey cutter, cutting box, corn shelter, cider mill, can attest —D avid -H . Ross, C lerx.
formerly preached in Frankford, but be run by hand or horse power. Champion
and Reaper, Eureka Mower, Heneh’s
failed to prove satisfactory to many of Mower
Corn Planter and Cultivator, used one season ;
his church members. He was then sent Syracuse plow, harrow, hoe harrow, horse rake,
by the Conference to Norristown, but roller, single and double trees, forks, rakes,
grubbing hoes, shovels, maul and wedges,
it seems with no better result. Heisan hoes,
two iron sledges, 28 foot ladder, cow, timber and
able and eloquent preacher, but he did other chains. 14 Setts of Single Harness, a
not do much pastoral visiting, and so part of them new. Double harness, light and
cart gears, light and heavy collars, dou
some of his Norristown members con heavy,
ble and single lines, horse blankets and robes,
demned him as unsocial. Several little blind and headhalters, 2 riding saddles, eross
matters occurred to increase the dis cut saw, hay hook, rope and pulleys, 150 bushels
of Corn, 100 bushels good Seed Oats, wheat
content. The pastor wished to have bran,
4 barrels of vinegar, 25 bushels of potathe front windows covered with paper .toes, 6 of Gordon’s Patent Feed Steamers and
in imitation of stained glass, but the Washers and 10 steamer tubs. 1600 pounds of
TOBACCO, well seasoned. Household DON’T READ
trustees objected. He then did it at LEAF
THIS UNLESS
Goods and Dairy Fixtures : Large Copper Ket
his own expense, after which the trus tle, Cooking Stove—Eclipse No. 7. Two parlor
YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
tees removed the paper. Shortly be stoves, large quantity of Rag and other Carpet
the yard, tables, chairs, 2 bureaus, bedsteads SEEDS.
fore the Conference a committee was by
PLOWS,
and bedding, stands, sideboards, clocks, 2 set
appointed to secure another pastor, tees. About 100 milk pans and buckets, cream
PLOW CASTINGS,
this aroused the friends of Mr. Gray cans, milk cans, ice cream tubs and cans, two CULTIVATORS, HOES, Rakes, Shovels, &c.,
ehurns, apple butter by the pot, and a
and a strong effort was made to have small
thousand other articles not enumerated. The
For' at present we shall only refer to above
him sent back. In this, however they Live Stock, farming utensils and Tobacco Will
line of Goods, which at this season of
failed, and the Rev. S. H.C, Smith was be sold on first day of sale. Sale to commence
the year are wanted by all who have
at 12 o’clock M.', on eash day. Conditions:
a piece of ground to cultivate,
assigned to the church: •
6 months credit on sums exceedirig $10.
no matter how large or
While I am writing on church affairs
ABRAM GRATER.
small. In SEEDS, we
A. D. Fetterolf, clerk.
I might as well tell you of the coming J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
have a stock repre
senting a Cash
wedding of the Rev. C. F. Williams,
Value of
pastor of the Bridgeport Baptist Church,

M

Public Sale o f

Personal Property!
®£

A part of a house.
Inquire at

Terms very reasonable.
THIS OFFICE.

T jlO R R E N T ,
A part of a House in Evansburg. Ap
ply to JOHN R> YOCUM, Lower providence, Pa.

DROPOSALS.
Proposals will be received by the under
signed as follows : For stone mason work, and
carpenter work, for a house, by Saturday, April
0. For '-plastering and painting by Tuesday,
April 15. Model and specifications can be seen
by calling at the residence of the undersigned.
S. S. AUGEE, Collegeville, Pa.

Public Sale o f

REAL ESTATE
AND

PERSONAL

PROPERTY 1

The subscriber will sell at Public Sale, on the
premises situated in Upper Providence town
ship, Montgomery county, at Yerkes Station,
Perkiomen R. R., on SATURDAY, MARCH 29,
1884, the following described property, consist
ing et a tract of land, about 3 acres, with Saw
and Grain Grinding Mill and Dwelling House
thereon. The Mill is part frame and part stone,
with Saw mill attached. It has 2 pairs of feed
stones, corn breaker, hoisting works, and iron
shafting throughout, of the most improved kind
all in good order. The Saw mill has a new, up
right saw and circular saw, all in order for saw
ing the various kinds of luiqber for mechanics,
farmers and others, and has been founded and
in constant use for over 100 years, lately im
proved with the feed mill, with all the best
machinery. From its location and convenience
to the railroad the power can be used to advan
tage for many business purposes. The
House is situated near the public road i
leading from Phoenixville to College- j
ville, is Frame and two and a half stor-il
ies high, 16 x 24 feet, cellar under, &c. 8pring
of water near and will be offered separate or to
gether, with the mill as may be thought best
to' suit the disposal of one or all on day of sale.For further information call on or address the
subscriber, near Yerkes station or Yerkes P . O.
The personal property consists of Sawed lum
ber, Slab wood suitablo for many usesd, Fire
«food, Ac.
i
Also about 200. sawed posts, Hickory and OaK
plank in various sizes,over 2000 feet the property
of Harry Bean, and is suitable for wheelwright
and other mechanical purposes, will be sold in
lots, as all will be sold. Sale to commence at 2
o’clocK, p m. Conditions made K n o w n at sale
by
C- B. HEEBNER.
John G. Fetterolf, Auct.
Condition for lumber by
HARRY BEAN.

T em ile Self Sacrifice.
Although unknown to many residents of this
county, a CREMATORY was erected in College
ville, in 1881, for the purpose of burning up all

SEEDS REMAINING UNSOLD
after November 1st, of each year. We have used
the CREMATORY every year since the erection,
and are dertmined to convince our patrttns and
friends that all the Seeds are as represented,

Fresh and Genuine.
Where is there a house or store, where commiss
ioned Seeds are sold, that will publicly guarantee
the same sacrifice ? Owing to the greatly increased
trade, we have adopted a new plan for *84. The
packets of Seeds formally sold at 10 cents have
been reduced to

N. H. Benjamin, & Co., 7cts. each, or 8 Packets for 50 cts.
— PIKK.MX —

Hardware House !
Phocenixville, Pa.

and Miss Mary Lees, daughter of Mr.
Joseph Lees, the well known manufac
turer, Miss Lees is an Episcopalian
and a member of the Old • Swedes
Church. The ceremony will be per
formed on Thursday evening next, by
Rev. Dr. Weston, cif Crozier Theologi
cal Seminary. A reception will be held
at nine in the evening, to which all of
the bridegroom’s congregation has been
invited.
We have a Law and Order Society
now in Norristown. Its object seems
to be to put a stop.to all illegal, traffic,
especially the Sunday traffic. It is cur
rent that a number of “ spotters” were
in the town on last Sunday for the
purpose of singling <jut places where
drink was sold. . They were not suc
cessful in finding a single place. Lewis
D. Vail, Esq., attorney for the Phila
delphia Law and Orfier Society will
address a meeting to 1be> held iii the
Court House, on next Thursday even
ing.
We had a phenomena in the way of
heavey men here on last Friday. On
that day six men whose aggregated
weight was 1826 pounds, sat at the
supper table of the Hartranft House.
Three of these were members of “The
Two John’s Comedy Company,” and
the rest were citizens of Norristown.
The respective weights were 350, 348,
342, 304, 250 and 240 pounds.
George Irwin, a fourteen year old
son of Mahlon D, Irwin, of this placq,
had his hand badly injured on Sunday
by the explosion of a dynamite cap.
George and several other boys were

EVERYBODY’S

-:S A L E : Will be sold at Public Sale, on SATURDAY
APRIL 5,. 1884, at Perkiomen Bridge, College
ville, Montgomery county, the following Person
al Property : 3 HORSES. No 1, is
a bay horse coming 7 years old, 15% A J h s f t
hands high, Sound and gentle, fearjf y
less of steam, safe for a woman to drive. No 2,
is a dark brown horse coming 6 years old, 15%
hands high, sound and gentle, works anywhere,
fearless of steam. No 2, is a roan mare, 7 years
old, 15% hands high, sound and gentle, a good
stepper and an extra roadster—would suit a doc
tor. 3 two seated carriages, second-hand, in
firsLclasr order. Extension top carriage, nearly
new ; falling top carriage in good condition ; sun
shade carriage, express wagon, nearly new, 2
no-top buggies, 2 good sulkeys, lot wagon, good
as new, iron axles. Cart and harness. Wheel
barrow. HARNESS : 1 new set of double har
ness, rubber mounting ; 2 new sets single har
ness, rubber m ounting; 4 sets of good single
harness, second handed; riding bridle, 2 neck
straps, 1 set double lines, 2 strings sleigh bells,
collars and hames for light harness, 1 harness
cupboard. Three shoats, Chester County Whites,
20 pair chickens, 1 large turkey gobler, 1 cutting
box, dung and hay fortes, rakes and shovels, 1
swill barrel, one 10'gallon keg, 1 bed spring, %
dozen chairs, chicken coops, butter churn, 50
quart milk can, new. Lot of wheelwright tools,
sfich as saws, hammers, bits, braces, planes, &c.
The following described goods will be sold at
the residence of Samuel Lachman, near by : Lot
of white oak lumber from 2% to 4 inches thick,
light and heavy seasoned axles, heavy and light
felloes; spokes, light and heavy, by the hundred,
lot of seasoned hubs, about 25 bushels of hen
manure: also lot horse manure by the ton, lot of
meadow hay for bedding and many articles not
mentioned. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock,
sharp. Conditions I All sums of $10 and under,
cash; all sums. exceeding that amount a credit
of 90 days will be given by giving a note with
approved security, payable at any Bank most
convenient to the purchaser.
A.'S & CO.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
A. D. Fetterolf, clerk.
H, G. Schwenk, Receiving Clerk.

$ 1, 500,00
ALL NEW
Fresh and
Clean. An endless
variety and at prices
LOWER than you can buy
the same goods in any of our
large cities (as our expense is no
greater than if we merely sold Hard
ware). We make a specialty of selling Seed to
Market Gardeners. Our
stock of CLOVER SEED
is Positively Pure, hav
ing been all Re-cleaned,
Welcome Oats, 50 tbs to
buehel. In PLOWS we
have a full assortment of
the SYRACUSE Make.
Also Plow Castings for
all the Standard makes.
Full line of Reversible
Slip Shares. .25 IRON
CULTIVATORS at Very
Low Prices. Large as
sortment of Cultivator
and Harrow Teeth. Our
stock of Hoes, Rakes,
Forks, Shovels, &c., are
selected from the best
makes, and Fully War
ranted.
At the same
time we have a few Com
mon goods in above line
at very low figures, Not
warranted, but sold for
ju st what they are.

Buck Thom Fence Wire!
Oi which we have Two Tons, purchased before
the recent advance, which we are selling at a
very small advance on first cost. Will be pleas
ed to have you call, examine Our goods, hear
our prices, and buy whatever you think is to’
your advantage. Respectfully Yours, ■

N. H. BENJAMIN & CO.
Jos. Filwater & Son’s Old Stand,

At this rate you get as much Seed for almost
one-half of former price. We; have discarded
the 6c. packet, as we can do our customers more
justice by the new plan. Landreths Seed Cata
logues free on application. Send in your orders
early.

Greenhouse, Bedding and Yege*
table Plants in Season*
All orders left with the Collegeville Bakers will
receive prompt attention and be delivered on
their routes free of charge.
R E SP E C T F U L L Y

H O R A C E R IM B Y ,
S eedsman

and

F lo bist ,

Collegeville, Pa.

To Young Housekeepers!
We are now ready to show a fine line of

M ils , (M s , S tatiis, Dei
Blankets, Bed Feathers, Cork
Shavings, &c.

Also

—Queens and Glassware—
In large assortment, from lowest price up.

Also, Table Knives and Forks, Plated
and other Spoons.

FURNITURE
Bed-room Suits in Walnut, Ash, aud Painted,
Extension Tables, Center Tables, Parlor Suits,
8ofas, Patent Rockers, Lounges, Looking Glasses,
&c., &c. Also R A C , I N OR A IN AND B R USSE L CARPET, in fair assortment. E g ' Call
and get low prices.

ISAAC KULP,
Grater’s Ford.

Fruit ani Ornamental Trees,
Simtery, k
Who will say “ I will not plant fruit trees, I
will not live to get the fruit.” We have heard
similar expressions from people and their homes
show at a great distance how foolish the talk.
Do away with folly or fogyism, enliven your
homes, encourage your children and prove to
your country that you have not lived the life
of a miser. Where can we get our stock of
trees, shrubbery, &c. 1 Why of Abel H. Fox,
Collegeville, who has been in the business four
years and who has always given satisfaction to
his customers, knowing as he does which are
the most suitable for this soil and climate. Ho
goes to the nursery in the morning and returns
in the evening with your stock fresh and green
for your use the next morning. He has the first
individual yet to hear from who was dissatis
fied with his stock, and he defies any or all com
petition. Directions for tree wash and Insect
destroyer given to every customer.

UOR SALE F"
A Good Threshing-Machine for sale, Apply at
the COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.

MARBLE WORKS!
Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

MQHUSliNTS anil TOMBSTONES,
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite,' in
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZED BAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, o f different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of

BUILDINGS, STEPS, SILLS, ETC., ETC.
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, th at has been
turned out at the E n t e k p k is e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
“ Low pricen and fa ir dealings,’
R ESP E C TFU LLY,

THEGREAT^CUREFOR

nmepiles

Symptoms are moisture, stinging, Itching, worse at
night; seems as if pin-worms were crawling about
the rectum; the private parts are often affected. Aaa
leasant, economical aod positive cure, Swatnx’s
i n t m e n t is superior to any article in the m arket
8old l»y druggists, or send 60 cts. in 3-ct Stamps. 8
Boxes, $1Mb. Address, Da. 8watne & Son, Phila., P*

S

D. Theo. Buckwalter.
June8-ly.

J

W. ROYER, M. D.,

Harness Emporium,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, PA,

Upper Providence Square Pa.,

JOHN G. DETI1LER Proprietor.

Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]

M.

Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

Physician,

E V A N S B U R G ,P A
Office Honrs:—8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
p. m.

J
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
MANSHIP. A full stock of
B L A N K E T S,
TOP-COVERS,
IM PROVED COLLARS,
W H IPS, Ac., Ac.
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all
kinds of goods pertaining to the business.
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac
tion guaranteed to all.
In addition to the above, a full stock of Lubri
cating and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
Oil. Also cigars and Tobacco.

H. HAMER, M. D.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

_

ti

)

O f f ic e H odrs : J

Till 9 a. m.

12 to 2 p. ni.

A fter 8 p. m.

IST'Speeial attention given to diseases of the
eye aud ear. Free clinic every Thursday morn
ing from 8 to 12 for eye and car diseases.

U F. SLOUGH.

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks
English and German.

P a HOBSON,

M u G. Detwiler.
Yerkes Station Hills.

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
C or.M A IN and S W E D E Streets, Norristown,Pa.
Can be seen every evening at his residence in
Freeland.

A D. FETTERO LF,

Paten Process Straiiit,
and Fancy Family Flonr,
Manufactured from the best wheat by the most
Improved Facilities.
Quality Guaranteed.

Lowest Market Prices.

Justice of the Peace
CONVEYANCER aud General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,

C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday, of
each week; also every evening.

OHN H. CASSELBERRY.

Always on hand a full Stock of
CORN,
- OATS,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
RYE BRAN,
LINSEED MEAL, &e.
W

L O W E S T CASH PRICES.
Good, clear Wheat received at all times.

J, H. L A N D E S .

Com pile, SHOE and HAT STORE.

Purveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
tall will receive prompt attention.
¡ov8-6m. P. O. Address : Limerick Square.

Q

H. DETW ILER.

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Also LEVELING and GRADING.
IRON BRIDGE, P. O.
Rahn Station, Monty. County, Pa.
Sepl86m .

D1

D E N T 1 S T

New Store !
SUPPLIED-

1 1

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
ear Fenton’s Store. Branch Office a t EagleUe. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday,
as administered.

J.

P. KOONS,

Practical Slater ! !
R A H N ’S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Roofling, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

U

H. ELLIS

Carpenter' ar.d Millwright,
GRATER'S FORD, PA,
We have ju st opened in the store room
next to the Post office, a very good assortment
of flrst:class

BOOTS and SHOES. ^
A il H o l l d L e a t h e r .

HA TS

and

CAPS,

W ool and F ur

Our Motto : ,ONE P R IC E and Cash.

J. H. GOTTSHALL, Manager.
-------F O R -------

POPULAR BOOKS
AND THE BEST AND

Cheapest Family Bibles

C A.R P E T S P E C I A L T Y .

Estimates made for work and contracts taken.
All work promptly done in a satisfactory manner.
450-476

UDWARD DAVID,

PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

H. KEELER ,

Painter, Grainer,
and Paper-H anger.
T R A P P E PA.
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt
attention. Contracts made at reasonable figures.
All work done in a satisfactory manner.

JO H N M ILLER,

For Men

*

Tou should wait until you have seen the collec
tion of Wm. C. GORDON, Special Agent for
Hubbard Bros. In selecting a family bible it is
highly important that you get the latest and
TRAPPE, PA.
best edition, and no home is complete without
one. The complete Domestic Bible Is positively Suits cu t and made to order in accordance with
unequaled for new and desireable improvements. latest styles, or in any style th at may be desired.
Seventy valuable features, 2000 illustrations, 50 Fite guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.
full page plates, mostly by the great French ar
tist Gustave Dore, and for elegant and durable OUNDAY PAPERS.
bindings of great artistic excellence are unsur
passed by any in the maket.
We would call especial attention to the superb
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
book entitled TREASURY OF SONG for the be delivered to those wishing, to purchase along
Home Circle. A collection of 300 of the purest the line o f CoUegcvIlle, Freeland and Trappe,
gems selected from the whole realm of song. every Sunday morning,
Costing in sheet music many times the price of
the book. Here only $2,50 or $8,50 according to
binding. Eminent citizens, say : A treasury of News Agent,
Collegeville.
pleasure for every borne; Ju s t the Book. The
“ Treasury of Song,” or a nice family Bible*for a
holiday or birthday present. Will be pleased to DIANOS
give all an opportunity to examine these valu
Tuned. Pianos, organs, and all other musi
able books, or will respond promptly to any
cal instruments repaired in a satisfactory manner.
order sent to my address.
Also Teacher of music.
WM. C. GORDON,
FREDERICK JuEITSCH, Trappe, Pa.
Collegeville, Pa.

T A I L O R .

HENRY YOST,

Youths,

Boys

and

Children!

We make Ladies Coats and Ulsterettes to
order.
HERMAN WETZEL,

WM. J. THOMPSON,

COLLEGE V I L L E

JOB PRINTING

BUY THU BEST

Stoves and Heaters.

IF TOO

WANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

H E E B N E R & SO N S,
LAN SD ALE,

Montg.

Co.,

Penna

The Oldest Agricultural Works in J’eunaS

M n e r’s Patent Lerel Tread
Horse Powers !
Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
applied to horse powers,
H e e b n p r ’s L it t l e

G ia n t

T h r esh in g

and

C lea n in g M a c h in e ,

£ND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.
Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes, &c.
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
order.
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
lowest prices.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,

HEBBNER k SONS,
LANSDALE, PA.

H E A L T H IS WEALTH !

I»«. fù ti. WK.V1 8 M-tUVh AM» U lU tti TUA ATMKNT, »
••inn* tp t i
II • <-t tu I) zzmu*»« Convulsi*.n s. F its,
t no N«-ural?ia. Mead-ioln*, N- rv ..:n Ur**.-tuition (■»««•*1
i.v t - e lit*-* of « In .....I o r lot'»rr**, Wuk<*inines**. M* i*t .1 D»—
o r <* m i .No te n t ni; of tin* B ruin r* aiiltloff In lh>Aüity am i
le .iü iie t u m l ^ r f i «It « y a m i dea th ; Pr* m » tin e Old A v r,
fi*rriHUOM>. Loss of p -.w er i-» e ith e r se x . In v o lu n ta ry Losses
s u d rip -m u tt •rrluea enmo-d by o v w - r t e r i l ' n of th e b ra in ,
i*-l:-»:ru.- **or« V‘*/-.ln*J|i KtMi<;e. KneH box t\«nt«.in s one m o n th 's
j • "Mtitu-iit $ l a i*»x. oi six boxé» fo r $ 0 , » u t by m a il p ie |MÌii on r- ceìptY .f jt-fc«*.

W r G U A R A N T E E SIX B O X E S
T<* r - f « a»»»* <•«*«. W th each or*¡er reo*-lv *1 by n s for six
liok'ev; H< <-oii!!*:Uii‘**l o u h
we w h! senil thy p u rc h a s e r cur*
V • i f f -h g u a ra n i *-.-1 r*nim ! tto* nioM -i if t;.e tre a tm e n t does
I» t ctF**c't n cur«* t.uam ute.iv* l*aur*l onl; by
KISNKli It MKNlH,;i.'*OX. 32'l K *<Ss S tivi t. P h P a d e tn h la ,P a .

ax■

J P X T Ï1 I
9
Th» célébrât- d vegetable lllnod I'tirtil. r. ItlmTncilfato’v
m* » U r i i 'l ü d i r , ( 'm u t i p i i f l o n . P u r if ie s t h e S k in

M>.n***l

n w here «p ou m -riot- oi if.'» sea ts. Unioirj'aSs^.1 .for

Children;

E lfiK E f? & M E N D E L S O N ,

320 Kacff £tr.-

P tilfa c ie lp b ia ,

Pa.

Gristock & Vanderslice,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Dealers

in

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

LU M BER ,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.

S H IN O L E S , split and sawed.
PICKETS,

CEDAR AND
RAILS.

CHESTNUT

L e h i g h and Schuyl ki l l

CORN PLANTER

——

CA mile north of Trappe.)

El. B. F. PLACE,

A LONG FELT WANT,

should give twenty pounds of milk per
day during 200 days of every year,
eight pounds of cream to every 1000 T h e L argest a n d B est S e l e c t e d S tock o f R ic h e st CoLofctiiGs w e e v e r O f f e r e d .
AVERSION OF MANUEL LABOR. pounds of milk, forty-five pounds of Ingrain, Carpet........................ 25, 81, 65, 40, 5()c; Bbdy Moquet .......................................$1.50, $1.75
The practice of educating boys for butter from every 100 pounds of cheese Extra Ingrain.................. . .65, 75, 85c. to $1.00 Hall and Stair to match....... 25, 40, 50, 75c. $1.00
Trpestry Brussels... .75, 80, 85, 90cv, $1.00, $1.00 Schuylkill co., Prison K agC arpet.. .45,50,60,75c
the professions, which are already over from every 100 pounds of milk.
HEMP CARPET, MATTING and OIL CLOTHS
stocked, or for the mercantile business,
' Direct combinations of extremes have
- — IN GREAT VARIETY.----in which statistics show that ninety-live
not always resulted satisfactorily.: S H A D E S <Sc S IE i-A -T D IT s T G r, Newest Colors and Designs,
in a hundred tail of success, is fearfully
Shorthorns njade , no improvement on n D 1 7 C C /-*f i A r v Q • Black Silk, guaranteed not to cut. Solid Colored Silk—Garnet,
on the increase in this countrj*.
'***'®® V J W L / O - : Green, Bronze, Blue, Brown, Plumb, &c. Cloth-finish Black Cashthe cattle o f the plains, the cross being
Americans are annually becoming
rneres,-Colored Wool Beges, AB>atross, N uns’ Veiling, Broches—a general variety of New Dress
too violent ; but when grade short Gpods at prices to suit the times. Laces, Collars, Ties, Lawns,, Chintzes, in fact a live stock. Call
more and more averse to manual labor,horns were resorted to, and the pro and see. The politest attention to all, a t the
and to get a living by one’s wits, even
O X j X> S T O I S T E S T O R E 1
gress of improvement became gradual,
at the cost of independence and self
more favorable results were obtained.
A. A. Y E A K L E , Cor. Main and Dekalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.,
respect, and a fearful wear and tear of
The Michigan Farmer says that a
conscience, is the ambition of a large
ram
yielding twenty-eight pounds of
proportion of our young men. The
O vercoats ! O v e r c o a t s !!!
gress
fleece which scours seven pounds O v e r c o a t s !
result is that the mechanical professions
are becoming.a monopoly of. foreigners, is far better than one yielding thirtyS u it s !
S u it s !
S u it s !
and the ownership of the finest farms, four pounds which scours five pounds.
even in New England, is passing from This is contrary-to the usual claim, but
the excessive oiliness of the fleece is an
Americans to Irishmen and Germans.
Fifty years ago a father was not exception to the general rule and does
ashamed to put his children to the plow not transmit itself with any degree of
O u r S t o c k is t h e L a r g e s t .
or to a mechanical trade; but now they certainty.
O u r P r ic e s a r e t h e L o w e s t .
are “ too feeble” for bodily labor ; one
Professor Henry, of Wisconsin, Ex
A ll o u r own M a n u f a c t u r in g .
lias a pain in his side, another a slight perimental farm, holds it is economy
cough, another “a very delicate con on the part of the farmer who has a
stitution,3’ another is nervous ; and so great straw stack and small head of
popr Bobby or Billy or Tomy is sent cattle and some hay at $7 or $8 per ton
off to the city to measure tape, weigh and spend the money in buying bran at
coffee, or draw molasses.
$11 and $12, and feed it with the straw,
It seems never to occur to their fool, together with some oilmeal Good 66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Hall]
N O R R ISTO W N , PA.
ish parents that moderate manuel labor bright straw is made equal to hay by
in tiie pure and bracing air of the the addition of the protein in the bran
country is just what these puny, wasp and meal, and the whole is thus made
wasted lads need, and that to send them into a far better quality of manure than
to the crowded unhappy city is to send usually comes from the usual way of
them to their graves. Let them follow feeding the hay, and half wasting the
the plow, swing, the sledge* or shove straw.
the foreplane, and their pinched chests
Colonel Robert M. Little, of Daven
will be expanded, their sunken cheeks port, Iowa, has a large herd of cows,
plumped out, and their lungs, now and makes butter for his home market
“cabined, cribbed and confined,” have and for special customers in Chicago.
He starts a churn at 5 o’clock in the
room to play. Their nerves will be in afternoon, works, salts, and puts the
vigorated with their muscles ; and butter ijito. pans and upon the night
when they shall have cast off their express the same evening, and the next
I a m still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
jackets, instead of being thin, pale, morning his Chicago customers have it continuance of the same. Will visit Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity; as heretoiore, on
fresh and sweet on their breakfast
T U E SD A Y , TH U R SD A Y and S A T U R D A Y
vapid coxcombs, they shall have spead buckwheat griddle cakes, and the
out to the size and configuration of Colonel says it pays at 30 Cents by the Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton. Highest cash prices paid for Calves.
men.
year.
GL, O W E R
R
U
SB
N
A
V
E
, P. O.
A lawyer’s office, a counting room,
----AT
THE----or a grocery is about the last place to
'*-*-------- -------------- which a sickly youth should he sent.
The ruin of health is as sure there as
Agricultural Store
in the mines of England. Even of those
men in the city who have constitutions Can be found all the latest and moat improved
Agricultural Machinery, including
of iron, only five per cent, succeed, and
they only by “living like hermits and HENCH’S Patent CULTIVATOR
Tehy will give yob the most heat with the least
working like horses;” the rest, after
AND D O U B LE ROW
expense. At
years of toil and anxiety, become bank
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
A. H* Gottshalk’s Collegeville,
rupt or retire ; and having meanwhile
with
Phosphate
attachment—
-a
machine
that
is
acquired a thorough disgust and unfit given perfect satisfaction wherever sold. Call
You can buy them at the very lowest prices.
The Appolo,Globe andGarfield Ranges,and others
ness for manual labor; bitterly bemoan and see it or send for descriptive circular. Also
of thé latest stjdes and patterns in stock. The
the Champion Mower, Reaper and Cord Binders,
the day when the}' forsook the peaceful greatly
Radiant Home; Opera, Grown, Cyclone, Prince
improved within the last year, it is now
ton, Heaters. Any king of Stove, Range, or
most perfect and the lightest machine. I t can
pursuits of the country for :the excite t>6
Heater, not in stock will be furnished to custom
seen on any day at Yost's Agricultural Store.
ers at short notice at the lowest market* price.
ment, care, and sharp competition of Also all improved plows, Horse Rakes and all
improved Farming Implements used. All ma EXECUTED
city life.
chinery sold at lowest market prices.
Large and complete stock of all kinds of

Agriculture and Science.

ENTERPRISE

■—

GEORGE YOST,
Collegeville, Pa.

AMERICAN vs. INDIAN WHEAT.
Just now we are treated to many a
OAL!
learned disquisition: regarding the com G
I am prepared to sell at my Fertilizing Works,
petition that may come to onr wheat near
Limerick Station, First-class Coal from 25
market, from far off India, and at times to 50 cents Jess peV ton gross weight, than it can
be
bought
elsewhere, and I am prepared to de
the indications, as presented,: are that liver the same,
if required.
JACOB TRINLEY.
America may yet have to consume all
of its wheat raised. Such would doubt
less he the case, if we could manu L AD! ESI
facture everything we need in this
The Fall Styles are now out in Frizzes, Combs,
country, and thus so increase the &c. We have a large stock on hand. Plenty of
good and cheap Switches. Net« and pins of
artisan class of population so as to every description. Combings made up and hair
M. AUGE,
consume all the surplus grain we now bought. 10 E. Main E.
Street, Norristown, Pa.
export, and we would be the gainers
thereby , but we cannot do this, and are p O R S A L E !
therefore compelled to look into this
A Six-room Brick House, kitchen attached, lo
Indian competition. In the first place* cated
on Barbadoes street, (No. 545), Norris
town.
In good repair; will he sold, on easy
our wheat is the best in food value, but
terms ; apply to
G . D. DETWILER,
the Iudian wheat is a trifle heavier per
Near Skippack, Pa.
bushel.
Wheat grown in tropical
For wound, dis
climates is different from ours, to some
ease or other dis
extent, in the color, texture, etc*., of the ability. Widows, minor children and dependent
parents entitled when death resulted. Claims
flour produced, which also has a somt- reopened, restoration, increases, bounty, back
pay and discharges obtained. Apply at once,
what “brany” flavor, as it is called. delay
prejudices your rights. Fees fixed by law.
But the cost of production and putting Address with stamp, the old established firm oi
EDSON & CO., Attorneys and Claim Agents,
in the Liverpool market is the point 917
F. St;, Washington, D. C.
that settles the question. While labor
is cheap in India, rents are very high,1
and wheat is grown in very small tracts
of only a few acres each, and the cost of MUNN ft CO., of the S
A
, con
to act as Solicitors for Patents, Caveats, Trade
raising must be high, added to the fact tinue
Marks, Copyrights; Tor th e United States, Canada.
England, France, Germany, etc. Hand Book about
that the: work is all done by hand,
Patents sent free. Thlrtr-seven years’ experience.
Patents obtained through MUNN ft CO. are noticed
In the SciENTino A
, th e largest, best, and
machinery not entering at all into the
most widely circulated .scientific paper. $3.20 a year.
Weekly.
Splendid
engravings
n n a interesting in
cultivation. In this country all is done
formation. Specimen copy of th e S c ie n tific A m erScan sent free. Address MUNN A CO.. 8ciXNTiric
on the largest scale, and every cost
A
Office, 961 Broadway, New York.
lessened by the employment of ma
chinery. The American farmer lias
railroads at his very door, almost, and
reasonably cheap freights to New York,
B A N K E R S ,
and yet cheaper oeean freights. The
N o r r is t o w n , P a .
Indian farmer has few and widely apart
railroads to benefit him, and yet longer
ocean freightage. The American far
mer is up, wide-awake, ready to adopt Interest Paid on Deposits.
M ONEY TO LOAN.
any plan to increase yield and cheaper
production. The Indian farmer is the
and
servant and knows no improvement or
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
change of condition. It is hardly
probable that such a class will, for rpHE POPULAR
generations yet to come, be a serious
competition or with the American
DINING ROOMS,
farmer.—Pensylvania Farmer.
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, near

T I N W A R E AND
—IN THE—

c ie n t if ic

m k r ic a n

J. M. Albertson & Sons.,

STOCKS

BONDS

Main, Norristown,

Every dairyman should raise at least
one-eighth of an acre of corn fodder
foreach cow to help the pasture through
the dry season.
#
F. D. Curtis says the experiment of
throwing a small forkful of bright
clover hay to his Duroe-Jersey swine
added a new cliore to the routine, to
fodder the hogs. He feeds them with
corn twice a day, with roots for a noon
meal.
An average cow for dairy purposes,

HARRY B. LONG, Proprietor,
Is the place to go to get anything you may de
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style,
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest
and best in town, done up in every style. Remem
ber the plaee and favor it with yonr patronage
when in town.

STOTES &Heaters.

INDEPENDENT’
One of the best Local, Family and General
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
subscribe.

COLLEGEVILLE

Is not surpassed by any Heater in the market for
superior excellence in every respect.

STOVES and.
BAUGES
oi the most improved patterns, warranted to give
satisfaction. Stoves and Heaters will be
put up at short notice. A full stock
Of all kinds of

TIN W A R E !
Tin-roofing and Spouting a specialty ; all
work done promptly and In thé best man
ner. Jobbing neatly executed. Prices
low and just. Give us a trial.

A. K. MNSICKER,

BAKERY !

Collegeville, Pa.

If p

want a
FOR LITTLE MONEY

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

GO TO

W . H. Blanchford,
PROPRIETOR OF THE

Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM
EVERY MORNING.

ICECREAM !
Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nlcs and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

Housekeepers, Young and Old, if you desire to
save money visit my

Furniture Ware-Rooms,
On Road leading from Skippackville to Collcgeville,
miles from the former place.

THE NEW EARLY DAWN All Kinds of New and Second*«

HEATER

m k r ic a n

BA RG A IN S

THE BEST

At lie Lowest Prices.

“PROVIDENCE

Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison's
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market* Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

EXTRAORDINARY

All kinds o f Jobbing done.

-AT THIS OFFICE-

m e r ic a n

,

AND CAKE MEAL.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

PATENTS

R

O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,

A. H. Gottshalk,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

U

COAL.

Corn, Bran, Middlings,

BEADY MIXED LIQUID PAINTS.

-------— -------------- - •

O

-

H n H i i i Goods.
A SBESTO S

PENSIONS

F L

-

LAMPS o f every kind (including the Extension)
A. S P E C I A L T Y .

A G E N T FOR

BEST MANNER

COAL.

Collegeville

Carriage

Works.

You will be sure of being suited, as I have
Jum p Seat carriages, three or four kinds of Piano
Box carriages, also the Brewster, Dexter and
Eleptic carriage. Come and examine my work
and learn pricesW. H. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa.

F°R RENT I
Tenements in Collegeville. Apply to
J. W. SUNDERLAND.

Hand Furniture
At the Very Lowest Prices,
Chamber Suits,
Cottage Suits,
Parlor Suits,
Lounges,
Bedsteads,Mattresses,
Bed Springs’,
Marple Top Tables,
Extensive Tables,
Dining and Breakfast Tables,
Book Cases,
Bureaus,
Side Boards,
Sinks,
All kinds of
Chairs, &c.
All kinds of second-hand
Furniture.
Old furniture taken in exchange for new, such
as corner cupboards, cases of drawers, desks,
high case clocks, wardrobes, &c. Books bought
and sold printed by Christopher Sauer. You are
welcome to come and examine my goods, whether
you purchase or not.

Geo. D. Detwiler.
CALL ATTHE :

Yerte Brain, Floor, Feed & Coal Depet.
Where you will find a large supply of

CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,

Corn, Oats, Wheat
and Screanings.
Com Meal, Bran, Middlings,
Linseed Meal, Sugar«corn Feed,
HOMINY FEED MEAL,

MALT SPROUTS, &c.
Having the latest most improved and conven
ient facilities for handling feed with the laeast
possible cost. I am enabled to defy competition
in the sale of all kinds of feed and grain, will
not be undersold by anyone. X STAlso a large
and well selected stock of the best L E H IO H
and SC H U YLK ILL COAL.

A* C» L A N D E S ,

